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I began “From 
the Dean” last 
year with the 
words “2010 will 
be remembered 
forever more as 
the year of the 
earthquake.” 

The September 2010 earthquake has subsequently 
been eclipsed by that of 22 February 2011 and the 
thousands of aftershocks that have occurred since 
then. The February earthquake was devastating 
for Christchurch and its environs, and, indeed, for 
the whole country. 

The University of Canterbury, by dint of its 
location in Ilam, came out of the event very well: 
there were no deaths on campus and, although 
buildings sustained damage, none collapsed. 
Students and staff have demonstrated remarkable 
resilience and the university has continued to 
function as an institution of teaching, learning 
and research with academic integrity preserved 
across all degrees.

Although the School of Law building was closed 
for five months, following 22 February, staff have 
nevertheless maintained their multi-facetted 
academic activities. A very significant amount of 
publication has been achieved and academic staff 
have attended conferences all over the world.  
Dr Chris Gallavin went to Georgetown University 
in Washington DC as a Fulbright Visiting Scholar 
and Associate Professor Cynthia Hawes has 

been to Cambridge University as a Canterbury/
Cambridge Exchange Fellow, while Associate 
Professor Ursula Cheer visited Oxford earlier in 
the year.

Canterbury students have been much in the 
news this year. The Student Volunteer Army was 
“mobilised” after 22 February and thousands of 
students took to the streets of Christchurch to 
help home-owners clean-up the silt from the 
dreadful liquefaction that occurred throughout 
the city. Kohan McNab, President of the University 
of Canterbury Students’ Association (UCSA) 
this year, and a Law and Arts student, is to be 
congratulated on the magnificent effort made by 
students to restore normality to the city. Many 
law students were involved in the effort and were 
prominent in the organisation of the Student 
Volunteer Army. Their contributions  
were recognised by the Vice-Chancellor who 
instituted a system of awards to mark their 
outstanding work.

Michael Mullins, President of the university’s Law 
Students’ Association (LawSoc) this year, was one 
who received an award from the Vice-Chancellor. 
Mike’s presidency was badly disrupted by the 
earthquake but he nevertheless went on to offer 
a series of events and LawSoc carried off the 
UCSA award for the best activity of the year with 
the Law Ball. The theme was Harry Potter and 
Hogwarts, with Mike convincingly disguised as 
Harry himself.

Te Putairiki has also had an excellent year. Michael 
Bendall was tumuaki and under his leadership 
membership has greatly expanded.

Relations have remained close with the 
Canterbury-Westland Branch of the New Zealand 
Law Society, and the profession and law school 
remain mutually supportive.

I must pay particular tribute to the School of 
Law’s administrative team. With the earthquake 
our administrative numbers were reduced to three 
for much of the year, plus Simon Dorset as Senior 
Tutor. Margaret Ricketts, Heather Couch and Fiona 
Saunders all pitched in and made every effort to 
keep the School of Law running. Simon Dorset 
rendered great assistance to me in looking after 
a whole range of student matters. The university 
owes all four a great debt of gratitude.

Our alumni have remained very supportive over 
the year. We have received messages of goodwill 
from many of them and these have been very 
much appreciated.

The School of Law looks forward to 2012, a year 
which we hope will be free of the disruption 
we have experienced this year. Staff morale is 
high and we expect the year to be one of high 
achievement for us all. 

On behalf of the School of Law I send best wishes 
to all of our alumni. Keep in touch with us. We  
are proud of you and are always pleased to hear  
from you.

Richard Scragg

From the Dean

From the Editor
This 18th edition of the University of Canterbury 
School of Law Newsletter is a miracle of sorts. 
The theme of the Newsletter is recovery and 
optimism following the devastating quakes 
which have plagued Christchurch in 2011. In 
the following pages you will hear how the 
quakes affected the Law School, its staff and 
students, and the University generally. For five 
months, the School was unable to occupy its 
home in the Law Building. Yet we managed to 
deliver our courses while working from home 
and in crowded offices at the Forestry building. 
We managed to support each other and our 
students throughout the year, and we remain 
cheerful and optimistic. We are proud of our 
achievements and those of our students.  
The remarkable thing is that the Canterbury 
School of Law is open for business as normal, 
and is delivering the high quality teaching and 
research it has always been known for.  
We face the future in good heart.

Your Newsletter this year follows the familiar 
format, with reports of continuing achievements 
by alumni, students and staff, both in New 
Zealand and overseas. The earthquake 
experience threads its way through most of 
these accounts and will not fail to affect readers.

The cover this year is a photograph of Dr Chris 
Gallavin after a visit to the Law Building to recover 
items while the building was still off limits. Chris 
is holding a stuffed seagull which used to fly 
above him in his office before the February quake. 
Those familiar with the quirky museum-like 
quality of Chris’s office will appreciate Jonathan 
Livingstone seagull was a cherished item. This 
photo seemed to symbolize what has since 
happened – the Law School is effectively flying 
again and will continue to do so. 

Inside this edition, Richard Scragg describes in 
more detail how the earthquake affected the 
School of Law, Liz Toomey, newly appointed 
Professor last year, shares a poignant diary, and 
Catherine Bibbey, a local barrister, shares the 
shocking destruction of her hillside home.

As usual, though, we are extremely grateful for 
the many fascinating contributions you, our 
alumni, have made to this publication.

I also want to thank David Rowe, who stepped in 
at late notice to assist as editor this year. Thanks 
also to other members of staff who contributed.

Inevitably, we seek contributions from you all 
for next year’s edition. Tell us about yourselves 
and your continuing careers and lives, whether 
in New Zealand, or offshore.

Contact Ursula at email: 
ursula.cheer@canterbury.ac.nz  
or Editor 
School of Law Newsletter 
University of Canterbury 
Faculty of Law 
Private Bag 4800 
CHRISTCHURCH 
Fax: 03-364-2757 
Visit the Law School Website at: 
www.laws.canterbury.ac.nz

Richard Scragg
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It has been a stressful but also a 
hopeful year since the last edition, 
due in large part to more devastating 
and serious earthquakes occurring 
in Christchurch in February and June 
2011. Law School staff have managed 
to teach, research and deliver with 
great tenacity and fortitude in all 
their academic roles. Here is news of 
what some of us have been up to.

Neil Boister has given a number of presentations 
around the world in the last year. He gave the 
keynote lecture on the 'Transnational Crime, 
Armed Conflict and the Military: Mapping 
the Legal Terrain' at the Armed Forces Law 
Association of New Zealand Asia Pacific Center 
for Military Law Conference, ‘Military Law in a 
New Dimension: Armed Forces Deployed against 
Transnational Crime and Terrorism’, in August 
2011, at the Melbourne Law School, Melbourne. 
He presented a course on Transnational 
Criminal Law in January at the Faculty of Law, 
National University of Singapore, and a paper on 
'International Tribunals for Transnational Crimes: 
Towards a Transnational Criminal Court' at the 
National University of Singapore, in January 2011 
and at the joint conference of the International 
Society for the Reform of Criminal Law and the 
International Centre for Criminal Law Reform 
and Criminal Justice Policy, ‘Globalization of 
Crime – Criminal Justice Responses’ in August 
2011, National Arts Centre, Ottawa, Canada. Neil 
was a member of a Panel entitled Extradition 
and Mutual Legal Assistance under Global 
and Regional Conventions, NUS ‘Centre for 
International Law Workshop on International 
Maritime Crimes: Legal Issues and Prospects for 
Cooperation in ASEAN’, Singapore, January 2011 (by 
invitation). Finally he gave a paper on pathways to 
the Suppression of Transnational Crime, ‘Criminal 
Justice Cooperation: Comparing European, United 
States, Asia-Pacific and Australian approaches’, at 
a Conference held at the University of Canberra 
Faculty of Law, in October 2010, Canberra.

After many unanticipated hiccups, Elizabeth 
Toomey was delighted to see the Special Edition 
of the Canterbury Law Review, “Trans-Tasman Law 
and Legal Practice” in print. This edition comprises 
ten papers that were presented at the Trans-
Tasman Law and Legal Practice conference that 
was held at the School of Law in August 2010. She 
co-authored one of these papers (“Trans-Tasman 
Sport and the Law – Some Observations”) with 
Hayden Opie from the University of Melbourne. 
The authors were very patient during the editing 
process. Some of the marked-up proofs were 
never found in the post-earthquake chaos and, 
cap in hand, the editor had to ask them to do 
them again!

Staff

Elizabeth presented papers at two conferences 
in 2011. The first paper – “Public Participation 
under the Resource Management Act 1991” – was 
given at a Resource Management Act Intensive 
Seminar run both in Christchurch and Auckland. 
The second paper – “The Challenges of Trans-
Tasman Competition for Elite Athletes” – was a 
co-presentation with Hayden Opie at the 21st 
Annual ANZSLA Conference held in Queenstown 
in October. Elizabeth was part of the organizing 
committee for the latter conference. She has co-
authored an article with Simon Schofield which 
has now been published in the 2010 International 
Sports Law Journal and appears as a chapter in 
the book Law and Policy ( Asser, Netherlands) 
released in November. She continues to write for 
Butterworths Conveyancing Bulletin and Brooker’s 
Land Law. 

Professors Finn and Toomey were successful in 
securing $45,000 from the New Zealand Law 
Foundation for a project “Legal Issues Consequent 
Upon Natural Disasters; the Canterbury 
Earthquakes Experience” (see pp 4). Elizabeth 
also won a doctoral scholarship from University 
of Canterbury. This will enable her to supervise 
a student keen to undertake post graduate 
research on public participation issues following 
the Christchurch earthquakes. She is a member 
of the Environmental Law Reform Committee, an 
adjudicator in the Residential Tenancies Tribunal 
and plays an active role in the wider university 
environment. 

John Hopkins has been awarded the 2012 Fulbright 
New Zealand Visiting Scholarship to the Edmund 
D Walsh School of Foreign Service, University of 
Georgetown, Washington DC. He will be a visiting 
professor from January-May 2012 teaching a 
course on International Law and Governance as 
well as researching into aspects of both US and 
Global Administrative Law and will be based in 
the Centre for Australian and New Zealand Studies 
within the School. John will also be expected 
to present a public lecture during his stay and 
undertake research seminars at both Georgetown 
and other Universities, as well as participating 
in the research activities of the School more 
generally. The School of Foreign Service at 
Georgetown is one of the premier schools for 
prospective careers in Diplomacy and Foreign 
Affairs in the United States. John’s chapter on the 
use of International Law in New Zealand's courts 
has been published in Dinah Shelton's book, 
International Law and Domestic Legal Systems: 
Incorporation, Transformation, and Persuasion, 
OUP, 2011. The Canterbury Law Review has recently 
published a special edition on "Trans-Tasman Law 
and Legal Practice" as part of its post-earthquake 
relaunch. The special edition is edited by Professor 
Liz Toomey. John believes that despite all the 
difficulties, the CantaLR has emerged stronger 
than ever before, due in no small part to the 
efforts of Heather Couch. He was also awarded 

a Marie-Curie fellowship to spend 3 months in 
Slovenia as part of the EU/MORST project on the 
Export of EU Norms and Values. This will take 
place in 2014.

Philip Joseph (who did not feature in last year’s 
Newsletter) has had a busy two years (2010–2011). 
He visited the United Kingdom on six occasions: 
to present papers at the Society of Legal Scholars 
annual conferences held at the University 
of Southampton (2010) and the University 
of Cambridge (2011), to present seminars at 
the University of Oxford and University of 
Nottingham, to undertake sabbatical research 
at the University of Oxford, to participate in a 
rule of law workshop at All Souls College, Oxford 
(organised by the Bingham Centre for the Rule of 
Law), and to attend the graduation of his daughter 
Rosara, who graduated Doctor of Philosophy from 
the University of Oxford. During 2010–2011, Philip 
chaired two public law conferences in Wellington 
(and also presented papers at each conference), 
chaired sessions of the conference 'Reconstituting 
the Constitution' held at Parliament (organised 
by the New Centre for Public Law), presented a 
paper at the New Zealand Law Society (NZLS) 
Intensive on administrative law also held at 
Parliament, prepared reports as a member of 
the NZLS Rule of Law Committee on rule of law 
issues, presented at a public panel discussion at 
the Great Hall, Christchurch, on the Environment 
Canterbury legislation that replaced the elected 
councillors with appointed commissioners, and 
appeared before the Local Government and 
Environment Committee to speak to the Bill to 
establish the Canterbury Earthquake Recovery 
Authority (CERA). His publications for 2010–2011 
include: “The Future of Electoral Law” in C Morris 
et al (eds), Reconstituting the Constitution (in 
press); “Human Rights in the New Zealand Courts” 
(2011) 18 Australian Journal of Administrative 
Law 80–100; “Appointment, Discipline and 
Removal of Judges in New Zealand” in HP Lee (ed), 
Judiciaries in Comparative Perspective, Cambridge 
University Press, 2011, pp 66–95; “The Rule of Law: 
Foundational Norm” and “A Response to Professor 
Allan” in R Ekins (ed), Modern Challenges to the 
Rule of Law, LexisNexis NZ Ltd, 2011, pp 47–77, 
93–100; “Parliament’s Attenuated Privilege of 
Freedom of Speech” (2010) 126 The Law Quarterly 
Review 568–592; “Environment Canterbury 
Legislation” [2010] New Zealand Law Journal 
193–196; “The Judicial System”, Te Ara: Encyclopedia 
of New Zealand (on line).

Cynthia Hawes has survived the perils of teaching 
in tents this year and mastered her laptop at 
home sufficiently to keep her wheels of industry 
turning. She edited and contributed to a third 
edition of Introduction to Commercial Law, which 
has been available to students of commercial 
subjects since the beginning of 2011. She gained 
a Fellowship under the Canterbury/Cambridge 
Exchange Programme this year, which allowed her 
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to visit the University of Cambridge from October 
to December. She has now discovered the pleasure 
of punting on the Cam river and learnt to ride a 
bicycle again. 

Apart from taking a starring role in the annual 
Law Students Revue, Stephen Todd published 
Contract Law in New Zealand (with J N Finn), 
Kluwer Law International, The Hague, 2011, and 
Butterworth's Commercial Law in New Zealand 
(ed C Hawes), Lexis Nexis, Wellington, (3rd ed) 
2010 (author or part-author of chapters 2, 3, 4, 
5, 6, 7, 8). He also published a number of book 
chapters: “Vicarious Liability, Personal Liability 
and Exemplary Damages”, in Degeling and 
Edelman (eds) Torts in Commercial Law, Thomson 
Reuters, 2011, Chapter 2 “The Duty of Care” (125 
pp) and part of chapter 3 “Principal Defences” and 
chapter 4 “Damages” in Charlesworth and Percy 
on Negligence, Sweet & Maxwell, 12th ed, 2010 
(cclxx + 1285pp, and “Actions Arising from Birth”, 
ch 5 in Principles of Medical Law (eds Professor A 
Grubb, Professor J McHale and Dr J Laing), Oxford 
University Press, 3rd ed, 2010, 267–325. Stephen’s 
output also included articles, being “Treatment 
Injury in New Zealand” (2011) 86 Chicago-Kent Law 
Review 1169–1216, and “Torts” [2010] New Zealand 
Law Review 811–839. He gave a number of lectures 
and presentations such as “New Developments 
in Tort”, Torts Masterclass, Auckland, July 2011, 
Legal Research Foundation, “Vicarious Liability, 
Personal Liability and Exemplary Damages”, 
plenary paper presented at “Torts in Commercial 
Law” conference, University of New South Wales, 
Sydney, December 2010, reatment Injury in New 
Zealand”, the plenary paper presented at “Medical 
Malpractice in Global Perspective” conference, 
European Institute for Tort law, Vienna, December 
2010, and “Vicarious Liability”, plenary paper 
at Australia and New Zealand Insurance Law 
Association conference, Christchurch,  
August 2010.

David Round gave only one lecture in his new 
course (Laws 314) Environmental Law, Policy & 
Society before earthquake interruption rendered 
it temporarily unsustainable, but greatly enjoyed 
his other new course in the second half of the 
year, (Laws 319) Environmental Law, Conservation 
& the Public Interest. Both these courses have 
field trips, and the 319 trip to Banks Peninsula 
was, David believes, enjoyed by all, even if one 
or two participants had niggling issues from the 
Law Ball the evening before. David’s membership 
of the Canterbury/Aoraki Conservation Board fits 
in nicely with these courses. He is having articles 
published this year on the law & policy of the 
protection of endangered species (complex), the 
future of environmental law (gloomy) and the 
forthcoming constitutional review (also gloomy). 
He does however remain cheerful.

Nicky Richardson produced a number of 
publications in the last year, including (2010) 
Legislation for mutual wills in New Zealand, Trust 
Law International, 24(2), 99–109, (2010) Nevill's 
Law of Trusts, Wills and Administration. (10th 
ed.) Wellington, New Zealand: LexisNexis NZ 
Limited, (2011) Chapter updates: Introduction; 
Nature of a Will; Testamentary Capacity; Formal 
Requirements Valid Wills and Validation by the 
High Court; Revocation, Alteration, Republication 
and Revival of Wills; Construction of Wills; Gifts by 
Will. In LexisNexis NZ (Ed.), Wills and Succession. 
(looseleaf). Wellington: LexisNexis, and (2011) 
Nevill's Guide to being a Trustee (1st ed.) Wellington, 
New Zealand: LexisNexis NZ Limited. Nicky 
dressed up as famous murderer Dr Crippen for 
the University Community Open Day when the 
Law School opened its doors to the Christchurch 
public in October. She also teaches tai chi on a 
voluntary basis.

Teaching has been highlighted for Ursula Cheer in 
2010/2011. This was the purpose of her successful 

Fellowship at Oxford University in April/May 
2011 (see the report on pp 8). The aftermath 
of the February earthquake also made the 
logistics of teaching extremely challenging and 
so Ursula was very pleased to be able to deliver 
all her core courses, Contract and Torts, and the 
optional courses, New Zealand Bill of Rights 
and Media Law, and Media Law for Journalism 
students, in full in spite of many obstacles. The 
NZBoR course was taught completely online, 
with some face to face sessions just before the 
exam mid-year as rooms became available in 
the earthquake aftermath. The standard of work 
from the students was the same, if not slightly 
better, than previous years. Ursula is currently 
interviewing the students in that course to 
determine what they thought of the ‘online’ 
experience. She also took part this year in the 
AKO group project investigating the experience 
of large class teaching in law at Canterbury 
(see pp 6 for more detail). Publications included 
‘Defamation: Meanings, Parliamentary Privilege 
and Negligence’. (2011) 19 Tort Law Rev, 53–58 and 
‘New Zealand Media Law Update’, 16(3) Media & 
Arts Law Review, 288–310. In November, Ursula 
was invited to give one of the University Spring 
Lectures, on the topic of Privacy and Media 
Reporting of Earthquakes. She was successful in 
obtaining a Summer Scholarship and is carrying 
out research as part of the larger project on 
Legal Issues arising out of the earthquakes being 
carried out by the Law School (see pp 4). Her part 
of the study is investigating the media experience 
of reporting in the public interest during and after 
the quakes. Ursula is very proud of her colleagues, 
and students, for their remarkable achievements 
in such an extraordinary year.

Chris Gallavin went to Georgetown University 
in Washington DC as a Fulbright Visiting 
Scholar, where he was the Professor of New 
Zealand Studies at the Centre of Australian and 
New Zealand Studies. While in the US, Chris 
presented a public law lecture at Georgetown 
University on ‘Ensuring Democracy through 
Written and Unwritten Constitutions’. He also 
gave a presentation at the New Zealand Embassy 
on ‘Constitutional Reform and the window of 
opportunity for a mature New Zealand’. Chris 
also helped organize the conference on ‘Military 
Law in a New Dimension: Armed Forces Deployed 
against Transnational Crime and Terrorism’, with 
the Armed Forces Law Association of New Zealand 
in conjunction with the Asia Pacific Centre for 
Military Law (Melbourne) and the American Society 
of International Law, in Melbourne, August 2011. 

Natalie Baird’s publications included ‘To Ratify 
or Not to Ratify” An Assessment of the Case 
for Ratification of International Human Rights 
Treaties in the Pacific’ 12(2) (2011) Melbourne 
Journal of International Law, and ‘Year in Review: 
International Human Rights’, 8(2010) New Zealand 
Yearbook of International Law. 

Cynthia Hawes about to fall into hawthorn hedge
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Among other international adventures, Karen 
Scott was invited to an international science 
conference investigating problems of adaption 
to climate change in Moscow, to present a paper 
on ‘the Legal and Policy Implications of Geo-
engineering Technologies: An Evaluation” for 
the Russian Academy of Sciences in conjunction 
with the WMO, UNREP, UNFCCC, UNDP, IOC and 
UNESCO. Karen found her way around the city 
without a word of Russian, negotiating both 
the Metro and the taxi service. Her publications 
during the year included Antarctic Security in the 
Twenty-First Century: Legal and Policy Perspectives 
(with Alan D Hemmings and Donald R Rothwell 
(eds) (2012), and ‘International Environmental 
Governance: Managing Fragmentation through 
Institutional Connection’ 12 (2011) Melbourne 
Journal of International Law.

Our Senior Tutor, Simon Dorset, has nearly 
completed his second year as a Disputes Tribunal 
Referee. He sits one day a week in Christchurch 
alongside a number of other Canterbury 
graduates including Cynthia Hawes, Jane Parker, 
Ann Skelton, Paul Brown, Christopher Nicholls 
and Kevin Campbell. In September Simon 
completed five years of service as the Law School 

representative on the University Teaching & 
Learning Committee and during that time he 
served on the sub-committees dealing with the 
awarding of Teaching Development Grants and 
the development of the University Teaching 
Awards. (Lynne Taylor now represents Law on the 
‘new’ University Learning & Teaching Committee.) 
Simon continues as our Master of Moots and has 
recently been nominated to serve on the Board 
of Studies for Bridging Programmes. Outside the 
University he is into his second year as a member 
of the Medbury School Trust Board.

Administrative Staff
In the introduction to this Newsletter, the Dean, 
Associate Professor Scragg, noted that the 
earthquake reduced our administrative numbers 
to three for much of the year, plus Simon Dorset 
as Senior Tutor. Margaret Ricketts, Heather Couch 
and Fiona Saunders all went above and beyond 
the call of duty to keep the School of Law running. 
After the Law School was able to return to the Law 
Building mid-year, the administration team has 
been strengthened by the welcome addition of 
Mary Boyd, and Ariana Wetere, who are Reception 
Administrators. 

Simon Dorset Mary BoydAriana Wetere

and enhance recovery by providing a “disaster-
proof best practice” model which incorporates 
both necessary changes to legislation and ways 
in which lawyers and their clients can prepare 
for future natural disasters so as to mitigate the 
inevitable adverse effects. 

The collection and collating of primary data in 
the aftermath of the Christchurch earthquakes 
is highly relevant and needs to be collected 
reasonably quickly and effectively. 

If further funding can be procured, the project 
team plans to move to a second stage. The team 
would like to research other types of natural 
disasters (volcanic events, tsunamis, tornados, 
large-scale fires) and evaluate the effectiveness 
and the shortcomings of the first stage “disaster 
proof best-practice” legal model. It will then 
attempt to identify responses that are unique to 
a particular natural disaster and ways in which 
those consequences can be avoided or their 
effects ameliorated. 

It is envisaged that this project will result in a 
number of focused peer-reviewed articles, the 
publication of papers to be presented at one or 
more workshops and a book embodying the final 
research findings.

Professors Jeremy Finn and Elizabeth 
Toomey have been successful in 
procuring $45,000.00 from the  
New Zealand Law Foundation for a 
project investigating legal issues that 
arise in the event of natural disasters 
such as earthquakes and floods. 

They have recruited other law academics, at 
Canterbury and elsewhere, to assist with this 
analysis and development. Currently, this wider 
group comprises Professor Lucy Johnston, 
Professor Stephen Todd, Professor Adrian Sawyer, 
Dr Duncan Webb, Associate Professor Ursula 
Cheer, Associate Professor John Caldwell, Dr John 
Hopkins, Lynne Taylor and Dr Debra Wilson. 

The funding will be used for the first stage of this 
project. The aim is to collect, collate and analyse 
data from the legal profession and other relevant 
organisations in Christchurch to ascertain what 
legal problems have arisen as a result of the 
earthquakes of September 2010 and February 
2011. Data will be collected by an electronic survey 
of the approximately 1000 lawyers practising in 
Christchurch and the surrounding region as at 

September 2010 and postal or electronic surveys 
of selected employer, employee and social 
organisations, local and national governmental 
bodies. The team will then conduct follow-
up interviews with particular lawyers and 
organisations where this seems desirable. The 
team will then employ similar techniques to gather 
information about the impact of large-scale floods. 
The research will extend to overseas experience, in 
particular the issues encountered in California after 
earthquakes and Queensland after the recent major 
floods, and the solutions developed in each case. 

The earthquakes posed many challenges, foreseen 
and unforeseen, to the people of Canterbury. There 
is a unique opportunity to ascertain the range of 
legal issues which the legal profession and their 
clients have faced, to determine those which were 
not foreseen and to evaluate the effectiveness 
of responses to those which were foreseen. The 
focus of the project is concerned with identifying 
the problems and determining those which 
require a legislative response and those where 
prudent measures taken by individuals or by 
their legal advisers may ensure their interests are 
safeguarded in the event of a natural disaster. The 
fundamental aim of the project is to mitigate risks 

Research on Legal Issues Consequent Upon Natural  
Disasters: the Canterbury Earthquakes Experience
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In last year’s School of Law 
Newsletter I gave an account of the 
impact on the School of Law and the 
wider university of the 4 September 
earthquake. Less than six months 
later Christchurch was struck by a 
6.3 earthquake which left a trail of 
devastation, including loss of life and 
terrible injuries, in its wake.

The 2011 academic 
year began on 21 
February. On 22 
February the School 
of Law hosted 
a luncheon for 
its postgraduate 
students on Level 
5, the top floor of 
the Law building. At 
12.51 the earthquake 
struck. The building 
shook violently and 
the food was thrown 

everywhere. Fortunately we had our long tables 
out for the luncheon and we all took refuge under 
them. Once the shaking stopped we evacuated 
the building. While we were mustering in the 
Law car park the major aftershock of that day 
struck. When you are in the open you do not 
feel threatened by an earthquake and it was an 
amazing sight to see the earth rippling and the 
trees swaying. The university was closed and we 
all, slowly, given the traffic, made our way home.

Once again, the university emergency 
management plan was activated. None of the 
university buildings collapsed and there were 
no deaths on the campus but the buildings all 
had to be subjected to thorough engineering 
safety checks and the entire university moved 
into NZi3, the university’s “innovation” building 
on Creyke Road, with the Registry moving into 
the Okeover homestead. I was called in to sit 
on the university’s Senior Management Team 
from the day after the earthquake and Margaret 
Ricketts, Law’s Academic Manager, and Simon 
Dorset, our Senior Tutor, readily responded to 
my call to return to work. The three of us were 
allocated two computers and three seats in NZi3 
and that became the “School of Law” for the 
ensuing weeks. It was particularly commendable 
of Margaret Ricketts to come in so promptly as 
her home had been severely damaged in the 
earthquake. Margaret lives in Lyttelton, and 
that township was largely destroyed by the 
earthquake.

The university’s priority was to restart teaching 
and this was done with a minimum of delay. 
Courses were moved on-line in some cases 
and marquees were erected to serve as lecture 

theatres. The term was restructured and, from an 
academic point of view, it was business as usual. 
The marquees stood until Easter, with the last of 
them going just after that. With buildings coming 
available again and the erection of portacoms 
on the Recreation Oval and at Dovedale Avenue, 
teaching returned to normal.

The School of Law building performed well in the 
earthquake but there was still a lot of work to be 
done in checking its safety. Intrusive surveys were 
undertaken into the structure and a very thorough 
job was made in ensuring that the building was 
safe to occupy once more.

One of the victims of the earthquake at Ilam was 
the Commerce Building which was very badly 
damaged. The staff of the College of Business and 
Economics have taken up residence in “Kirkwood 
Village”, the portacoms on the Recreation Oval, 
with the exception of the administrative staff of 
the College itself who, together with Commerce’s 
postgraduate students, have moved to Level 4 of 
the Law Building. The School of Law staff have all 
moved up to Level 5 and we have managed to fit 
everyone in by converting a number of rooms into 
offices.

We did not move directly from NZi3 to the Law 
building. On leaving NZi3 we were accommodated 
in the School of Forestry. We were allocated offices 
there, two for the academic staff to use on a 
“hot desk” (shared) basis and two for the Dean 
and administrative staff, with a third room for 
meetings. Margaret Ricketts and Simon Dorset 
shared one of the offices and I occupied the other 
one with Fiona Saunders and Heather Couch, both 
of whom responded readily to the call to return 
to work while we were in NZi3, in spite of their 

own difficulties with earthquake damage to their 
homes. We were occupying these offices when the 
13 June earthquake struck. This event caused the 
university to close briefly.

We were due to move back into the Law building 
on 25 July but the heavy snowfall prevented that 
as the university had to close again. It reopened 
the following day and we began to relocate 
ourselves. Law had been made very welcome 
by the Foresters, under the leadership of Bruce 
Manley, and lasting friendships were made.

Very sadly one of our students was killed during 
the earthquake. Lisa Willems died when masonry 
fell on her in the central city.

The Student Volunteer Army once again played 
a prominent role in helping the community 
clean up silt from liquefaction. Kevin Rudd, as 
Australian Foreign Secretary, paid them a visit and 
spoke at the university in one of the marquees. 
Law students were prominent among the 
organisers and volunteers of the “army”.

The second semester began on time and we 
have offered a full year’s programme for the 
LLB with academic integrity maintained. The 
academic staff responded outstandingly well to 
the challenges and have shown great dedication 
in ensuring the effective delivery of their courses. 
So, too, the administrative staff have made every 
effort to maintain the smooth running of the 
School of Law.

We have all lived through an extraordinary chapter 
in the history of the University of Canterbury and 
of New Zealand. We hope that that chapter has 
now been concluded and that we can all move on.

Richard Scragg

School of Law Newsletter – 22 February 2011

Mary Boyd
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The Centre for Commercial and Corporate Law, Inc

Law School Researches Law Teaching

It has been a busy 12 months for the 
Centre for Commercial and Corporate 
Law, Inc (the Centre) despite 
disruption caused by the earthquakes 
that have assailed Christchurch since 
September 2010.

The second collection of essays to be published 
by the Centre titled Taxation Issues – Existing 
and Emerging was officially launched by Hon Sir 
William Young at a function in the Law School 
on 27 October. This work includes essays on tax 
policy and tax reform, international taxation, tax 
avoidance, Goods and Services Tax, charitable 
trusts, the history of the taxation of Māori 
authorities and a consideration of the New Zealand 
approach to retirement savings taxation. The 
editors for this work are Professor Adrian Sawyer 
and Associate Professor Andrew Maples.

Publication of the Contemporary Issues in 
Corporate Governance comprising papers 
presented at a conference run by the New Zealand 
Governance Centre is expected late 2011. It is 
divided into three broad topic areas: Governance 

In mid 2010, a group of Law School 
lecturers got together to investigate 
the propriety of the lecture and 
tutorial teaching method in the 
context of the large compulsory  
law classes. 

Over the next year, the group, consisting of Neil 
Boister, Liz Toomey, Ursula Cheer, Lynne Taylor, 
Debra Wilson, and Sascha Mueller, undertook an 
extensive literature review, and surveyed both 
students and staff about their expectations 
and experiences with large class teaching and 
learning. The project was made possible by a grant 
from Ako Aotearoa.

The rationale of the project was that the current 
predominant model of teaching large law 
classes, the lecture and tutorial model, may not 
be best suited to achieve the desired learning 
outcomes of students. While lectures are a good 
way of conveying large amounts of information, 
they give little opportunity to students to learn 
and practice those analytical and synthetical 
skills that are so important for lawyers. This 
was confirmed by the literature review, which 
suggested that other, generally more Socratic, 
forms of teaching are superior in achieving these 
learning outcomes.

However, most of the literature on law teaching 
originates from overseas jurisdictions and we 
considered it important to test whether they also 
applied in a New Zealand context. To this end, 
the group conducted two surveys of students 
and staff, in order to gauge their experiences 
and preferences concerning large class teaching. 
Unsurprisingly, many students seemed to prefer 
a more interactive learning style format of 
tutorials to lectures, although many expressed 
discomfort with engaging more actively in larger 
classes. Most staff also stated a preference for a 
more interactive format, but noted that students 
currently seemed more comfortable with a less 
interactive format. Both staff and students 
recognised the limits of large class teaching, in 
terms of material to be covered and number of 
students in a class.

The February earthquake obviously threw a 
spanner in the works of the project, however, 
it also gave the group the opportunity to 
incorporate into the project a study of alternative 
teaching methods which were required during the 
aftermath of the disaster. In July, Debra Wilson 
and Sascha Mueller presented a paper at the 
Australasian Law Teachers Association Annual 
Conference on the state of the project and on 
the experiences of teaching after an earthquake. 
Feedback from the presentation was positive, with 
attendees commenting favourably on the group’s 

desire to reconsider teaching styles. In the current 
debate over whether online learning is as effective 
as face-to-face learning, many attendees were 
interested in our experience with a forced shift 
to online learning due to lack of teaching space, 
and left the presentation considering how their 
universities would respond in a similar situation. 

The group is now in the final stages of putting 
together a report on their findings. This report 
is planned to be finished by the end of January 
2012, and we hope that some of our findings will 
influence teaching styles in future years. 

Debra Wilson

Issues of Listed Companies, Governance of SMEs 
and Family Businesses and Governance Issues 
of Other Entities. The editors for this work are 
Professor John Farrar (joint Director of the New 
Zealand Governance Centre) and Professor Susan 
Watson (University of Auckland).

The Centre was pleased to host a seminar by 
Visiting Erskine Fellow Professor Jeff Berryman 
titled “Class Actions and Behavioural Modification”. 
Professor Berryman is based in the Faculty of Law, 
University of Windsor, Ontario, and also the Faculty 
of Law, University of Auckland. This seminar was 
attended by academics and practitioners. 

Matt Winter was awarded the Centre’s Prize for 
Excellence in Legal Writing for 2010. His piece 
entitled “Protecting Investors From Themselves: 
Developing Securities Law To Better Protect The 
Retail Investor” was the outstanding contender of 
the pieces of writing considered (which were all 
of an exceptionally high standard). The paper was 
supervised by Lynne Taylor and Robyn Merrett. 

The Centre is considering other initiatives at the 
moment – watch this space!

Andrew Maples – Director

Sascha Mueller, Ursula Cheer, Lynne Taylor, Liz Toomey
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In October 2010 the Law School was visited by 
Associate Professor Graham Hassall from the 
School of Government at Victoria University 
of Wellington who gave a seminar on “Law, 
Democracy and Government in Papua New 
Guinea: a survey of current constraints.” 

October also saw the Law School host a 
stimulating staff seminar entitled “Direct (Anti-
) Democracy” by Professor Maxwell L. Stearns, 
Professor of Law and Marbury Research Professor 
at the University of Maryland School of Law. 

Professor Stearns was a visiting Erskine Fellow 
at the University’s Department of Economics 
and Finance whose expertise centres on public 
choice, social choice, game theory, and law and 
economics 2011 cannot be said to have been 
kind to visitors and for much of the year we were 
in no position to lavish hospitality on guests. 
The February 22 earthquake occurred in the 
middle of our welcome lunch for postgraduate 
students (most of whom had come from outside 
Christchurch) and a week after the arrival of the 
2011 contingent of over thirty American students 
in the care of Dena and John Marks from Cooley 
Law School, Michigan, as part of our conjoint 
“Down Under Study” programme. Sadly the quake 
brought both the Cooley programme and a few 
postgraduate aspirations to an early close. 

The quake was also an unwelcome interruption 
to an extended visit to the Law School as the 2011 
Oxford Visiting Fellow by Laura Hoyano, Hackney 
Fellow & Tutor in Law at Wadham College, Oxford. 
Not discouraged by the violence of her welcome, 
Laura took a short time off to recover her breath 
and returned to spend April and May with us while 
we were temporarily housed in four rooms of the 
University’s School of Forestry. Her stay did much 

to reassure us at this time that normality would 
eventually reassert itself and her support and 
active involvement with classes and students is 
greatly appreciated by the Law School. 

The return to occupancy of the Law building in the 
last week of July finally gave us the opportunity 
to resume a more normal pattern of hospitality. 
In August we hosted visits and seminars from 
The Right Honourable Justice Andrew Tipping, 
Justice of the Supreme Court and Professor Mary 
Jo Nicholson of Ryerson University, Canada, both 
of whom visited the law school as part of the Te 
Putairiki seminar series. Te Putairiki also arranged 
the visit and lunch-time lecture in September by 
Ms Annette Sykes, human rights lawyer and co-
vice-president of the Mana Party (New Zealand). 
September also saw a short visit by Professor 
Robyn Carroll of the University of Western 
Australia who gave a seminar on “Apology as a 
Remedy and the Government.”In October the 
Law school hosted a brief visit from a former 
alumnus, Chris Walshaw, now a PhD candidate 
and University Scholar at Otago University, who 
gave an interesting seminar on the“Judicial 
Interpretation of Statutory Rules”

Finally, as we go to press, we farewell Professor 
Reid Mortensen. Professor Mortensen, from the 
University of Southern Queensland, originally 
visited the law school in August 2010 as one 
of the presenters at the Trans-Tasman Law and 
Legal Practice Conference organised by the Law 
School. Reid was with us this time for several 
weeks researching and writing on issues of 
private international law associated with the 
integration of the New Zealand and Australian 
single economic market. While here he gave an 
interesting staff seminar on “The Appropriate 
Court in Trans-Tasman Litigation"

Visitors

Professor Maxwell Stearns 2010 Erskine Visitor in law  
and economics

Laura Hoyano, Hackney Fellow & Tutor in Law at Wadham College, 
Oxford

Wadham CollegeWadham Chapel
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Oxford Fellowship
I was extremely lucky to have the opportunity 
to visit the United Kingdom in April/May 2011 
on a Canterbury Teaching Fellowship at Oxford 
University. Although the early part of the 
trip was somewhat blighted by illness, once 
recovered, I very much enjoyed the Fellowship. I 
used my time hosted by the Oxford Law Faculty 
to contemplate the redesign of the Media 
Law Course, LAWS 396, a third year optional 
course which attracts between 35-55 students. 
I examined media law courses in the UK and 
in Australia, to contrast and compare content 
and assessment, and met with leading media 
law academics such as Professors Eric Barendt 
from UCL and Tom Gibbons from Manchester 
University. Professor Barendt subsequently 
invited me to attend a day long seminar at 
UCL on Privacy. The seminar was attended by 
prominent media and legal experts and had 
one or two controversial moments arising from 
lively discussion around the issue of super-
injunctions which were then very prominent in 
the United Kingdom. I also introduced myself 
at a public lecture given by John Lloyd, the 
Director of the Oxford Reuters Institute for 
the Study of Journalism, and was invited for 
drinks and questions afterwards. Near the end 
of the Fellowship, I presented a seminar for 
the Obligations Group of the Faculty of Law on 
Issues in the Law of Privacy.

While at Oxford, I was also a Visitor at the Centre 
for Socio-Legal Studies. This Centre specializes 
in legal empirical research, and has ongoing 
specific projects investigating regulation of 
media in the United Kingdom and Europe. While 
there, I presented and discussed with other 
scholars my current involvement in empirical 
research projects looking at the teaching of law 
to large classes (see p. of this Newsletter) and a 
planned study of the legal careers pursued by 
New Zealand law graduates. 

I was also delighted to make contact with UC’s 
Professor Ian Towns and Registrar Jeff Field, who 
were visiting New Zealand House in London 
to talk to Canterbury alumni. I was invited to 
attend a later function at Rhodes House at 
Oxford University where a number of Canterbury 
Hons and post-graduate students were being 
hosted for a term as part of Oxford’s generous 
programme of support for Canterbury following 
the earthquakes. There I met up with Josie Toop 
and Shaun Brookes, two of three law students 
who were part of this group, the other being 
Claire Brighton. Josie was asked to stay on longer 

Oxford Connections 

at Oxford to advance her PhD, and was able to 
accept this excellent opportunity. Before my trip 
came to an end, I was able to take Josie to dine at 
Merton College SCR.

My affiliation rights at Merton were generously 
arranged by a good friend of the Canterbury Law 
School, Mindy Chen-Wishart, who also extended 
a kind invitation to an excellent home cooked 
lunch attended by other Oxford visitors and post-
graduate students. Another friend of the Law 
School, Laura Hoyano, who visited Canterbury just 
in time for the February earthquake, also played 
host, giving me a grand tour of Wadham College 
and afternoon tea, on the very day she had just 
returned from New Zealand, with no observable 
signs of jet-lag! Laura had been forced to return to 
the UK immediately following the quake, having 
no accommodation to stay in. However, she went 
above and beyond the call of duty in returning 
to Christchurch as soon as possible to carry out 
teaching in the aftermath, in tents and wherever 
else directed to. The Law School is indebted to 
Laura for her kindness and dedication.

As my Oxford apartment was within walking 
distance of the city centre, I walked everywhere 
and got to know the beauty of Oxford very well. 
In particular, it was a delight to discover Holywell 
Cemetery, one of the most serene and picturesque 
cemeteries I have ever seen, located across the 
road from the Faculty of Law. This cemetery is the 
burial spot of many academics, one well known 
occupant being Kenneth Grahame, writer of The 
Wind in the Willows. Another special discovery was 
Logic Lane, just behind Merton College, where I 
paused regularly to soak up the atmosphere!

I also had time to indulge in other attractions 
in Oxford. I attended an excellent version of the 
play – Jeffrey Bernard is Unwell, starring Robert 
Powell, about an old alcoholic hack. As Oxford is 

full of exhibitions on any number of marvelous 
topics, I also sought out the Bodleian library 
which had a display of ancient bibles celebrating 
the King James Bible, and the Science Museum 
which had a display of the strangest inventions 
of famous scientists. I had a daily run along the 
river bank past Christ Church College, which was 
most enjoyable once I got my bearings on the first 
day after running the wrong way out of town and 
taking two hours to find the way back!

In all, this was a delightful and fulfilling 
experience. I not only came back with new ideas 
to try in the Media Law course (already used in 
the second half of the year, where I incorporated 
an adapted Oxford Grand Debate which proved 
to be the most popular form of assessment in 
the course), but I also had a welcome brief respite 
from earthquakes. I was unable to avoid the royal 
wedding, however, but with great fortitude was 
able to force myself to enjoy it, just like the rest of 
the nation and much of the world. Probably the 
viewing audience was a bit larger than that for the 
Rugby World Cup!

Ursula Cheer

Professor Tom Gibbons, Manchester University

Ursula loitering in Logic Lane
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where no applicable principle of law is directly 
in point”. He has also been asked to contribute 
to a publication that will record the workshop’s 
proceedings.

Professor Joseph was also delighted in 2011 to be 
able to attend the graduation of his daughter, 
Rosara, at Oxford, with his wife, Anne. Rosara was 
awarded a PhD.

All Souls Workshop
Professor Philip Joseph attended this workshop 
which was held at All Souls College, University 
of Oxford, and was organised by the Bingham 
Centre for the Rule of Law. The workshop was 
held to assist the centre settle on a meaning of 
the rule of law that could promote its practical 
implementation internationally and inform the 
centre’s future work. The Bingham centre was 
named after Lord Bingham of Cornhill who was 
the first judge to hold all three of the most senior 
posts in the British judiciary – Lord Chief Justice, 
Master of the Rolls and Senior Law Lord. It is 
devoted to the study and promotion of the Rule 
of Law through comparative research, discussion 
and training.

The Centre’s Director, Professor Sir Jeffrey Jowell 
QC, invited Professor Joseph to chair his session 
during the workshop, which attempted to draw 
together the various discussions. The workshop 
had special significance for Professor Joseph, who 
is a member of the NZLS’s Rule of Law Committee. 
Philip says it was one of the most prestigious 
events he had attended, “with leading academics 
and practitioners of public law from around the 
world giving it a strong international focus.”

Other invited international delegates included 
Judge Mattia Guyomar of the Conseil d'Etat; the 
Deputy Secretary of the Venice Commission (The 
Council of Europe's Commission for Democracy 
Through Law), Simona Granata-Menghini; and the 
German Judge on the European Court of Human 
Rights, Justice Angelika Nussberger. Recently 
retired English Court of Appeal judge, Sir Stephen 
Sedley, was also in attendance, as was leading 
advocate at the English Bar, Lord David Pannick 
QC. Philip found it a special pleasure meeting 
Sir Stephen, who was renowned internationally 
for his contribution to public law adjudication. 
“The Rule of Law is a supranational concept that 
unites modern liberal democracies and is the 
most valuable concept underpinning our legal 
system,” he says. “International attempts at 
redefining the concept of the Rule of Law have 
proven elusive but it so fundamental to modern 
liberal democracy that it is incumbent on the 
international legal community to revisit and 
energise the concept.” There was much debate 
among the gathered experts on how to define the 
rule of law.

Professor Joseph has a recent publication on the 
subject, with a chapter in Modern Challenges 
to the Rule of Law (LexisNexis, 2011) in which 
he argued that “the rule of law represents the 
‘default setting’ for guiding the judicial intuition 

Rosara Joseph flanked by her parents, Philip and Ann
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Jenna Rennie (2008) – Cambridge and 
an International Law Masters

I have just completed 
my Master of Law 
at the University of 
Cambridge, one of 
the most interesting 
and enjoyable years 
of my life. I decided to 
return to student life 
after having worked 
in private practice 

for two years in Auckland, where I specialised in 
employment law. I had always had a desire to do 
my masters degree, and pursue my interest in 
international law. For this reason, Cambridge, with 
its strong reputation in this field, combined with 
its collegiate system and historic nature, seemed 
like the ideal university.

Right from the outset of arriving at Jesus College, 
which was to be my home for the next year, I was 
fully immersed in the Cambridge experience. The 
year starts with Freshers’ Week, a chance to meet 
all the other students at your College, and those 
on your course. Events included wine and cheese 
evenings, opportunities to join societies and 
numerous dinners. 

Alongside the socialising there was, of course, 
the start of the LLM course. I selected papers 
in international environmental law, the law 
of the WTO, and the law of armed conflict, 
which combined to give me an international 
specialisation. For my fourth paper, I chose to 
take a paper in EU trade law, which gave me a 
fascinating insight into how the European Union 
functions from a legal perspective. 

I found my papers to be highly challenging, but 
also very satisfying. Much of what we studied was 
also of a highly topical nature, from considering 
North Korea’s shelling of South Korea in terms 
of the right to self-defence, to the Cancún 
Conference of Parties regarding climate change. 
Not only were lectures delivered by some of the 
leading academics in the world, but the diversity 
of my fellow students meant they also had 
interesting insights into different subjects. 

However, the individual papers selected were only 
part of the learning opportunities at Cambridge. 
The Lauterpacht Centre for International Law 
constantly held guest lectures, providing an 
opportunity to hear leading academics discuss 
a range of topics in international law. Particular 
highlights were a discussion on the ICJ’s Kosovo 
opinion, led by Sir Michael Wood QC and Professor 
James Crawford SC, both of whom were counsel 
in the case, and the chance to listen to Judge 
Schwebel, former President of the ICJ. 

Outside of law there was no shortage of things to 
get involved in. I joined the Cambridge University 
Music Society, and had the opportunity to 

From the start in NZ everything was great. I found 
myself in good accommodation in Ilam Village 
and was sharing with a fellow hockey playing post 
grad on the same course as myself. The weather 
was such when I arrived that we were playing 
volley ball every day whilst we settled in and the 
cross section of nationalities in Ilam Village made 
it a fun and interesting place to be. My mates and 
I joined a local hockey team rather than play for 
the university teams which enabled us to meet 
people outside and make friends. That said, most 
of my friends were around the university and we 
all travelled around the south island when we 
could to make the most of our time there. We're 
mostly all still in touch and agree that we had 
such a good year there, often emails are entitled 
'Best Year' as we update each other with what 
we're up to now but reflect on what a great time 
it was in 2005.

When I finished, I lived in the UK for a bit whilst 
trying to work out how to put my new degree to 
use. I did some specialist training in war crimes 
investigations in an effort to make some contacts 
and after a while I was offered work in Sierra Leone. 
I worked on the Revolutionary United Front case 
until the end of 2007. My work was principally 
interviewing members of the rebel movement as 
well as civilians and providing potential evidence to 
counsel for one of the defendants. 

When that case and the work was coming to an 
end, I decided to return to being a policeman in the 
IOM as there was still an open door for me here.

I returned to work as a detective and after a short 
time was seconded to Jersey police to work as 
a detective team leader on a large scale historic 
abuse enquiry based around a children's home. 
After that, I was back to the IOM as a prosecuting 
sergeant, appearing in court and processing cases. 

In June 2010 I was asked to go back to Sierra Leone 
to work on the Charles Taylor case. The IOM police 
gave me 3 months unpaid leave so I worked in 
Sierra Leone again until September. I then became 
a uniform sergeant working towards further 
promotion in the force. On the international front, I 
did some more training and got on an international 
roster for the Justice Rapid Reaction initiative which 
is a roster of experts designed to deploy at short 
notice to scenes of international crimes. 

More recently, in December 2010 I left policing 
(again) and began working as an investigator in 
the Office of the Prosecutor at the International 
Criminal Court. I've moved to the Hague and am 
enjoying settling in to my new job.(While I was 
doing the LLM, Neil agreed I could gear most of 
my work and particularly my final dissertation 
to the role of the investigator (and the ICC) so 
it's paid off eventually!) I can't go into any detail 
about what I'm working on here but the sort 
of work the OTP does currently is pretty well 
publicised.

James Hyatt. 

Overseas Alumni

Foreign Correspondents

James Hyatt (2007) – from LLM to  
the Hague

I first heard about 
Canterbury when I 
checked out an 'LLM' 
website that I found 
through google. I knew 
the sort of subjects I 
wanted to study so it 
was a case of picking 
English speaking 
countries and going 

through them. I picked universities in NZ to begin 
with because I'd travelled around there after 
finishing my first degree 'some years ago' and 
always thought I'd like to go back. It was a case of 
looking at all the universities on the site and then 
the courses and when I saw Canterbury's course 
and requirements, it ticked all the boxes and 
because I had good memories of back packing in 
Christchurch in the early 90s. 

I fired off an email to Neil Boister in the Law School. 
It was the only enquiry I sent out and because Neil 
and the Dean responded so positively that was it – I 
applied. I checked out exchange rates and costs of 
living at the time of application and because I knew 
I was giving up work to go there I had to ensure I 
could afford it and all in all I worked out it would 
actually be cheaper than spending a year in London 
at a university with a roughly equivalent course 
(and a far nicer place to be than London!). Although 
I hadn't expected it, I was given grant support by 
the IOM Board of Education for the course which as 
you can imagine was most welcome.

Overseas Alumni
Jeremy Johnson 
(2008) has finished 
at Wynn Williams 
in Christchurch in 
September 2011 
and departed 
for a sabbatical 
at Cambridge 
University. Jeremy 
was awarded a Tapp 
Scholarship.

Autumn Servatkova (2009) has been awarded 
an LLM with Honors in the United States and 
Global Legal Studies programme at the School 
of Law, Case Western Reserve University, 
Cleveland Ohio. 

Grace Lee (2008) has been awarded a 
Commonwealth Scholarship to undertake a 
PhD in international law at the University of 
Cambridge. Grace was with Mayne Wetherell 
in Auckland

Jeremy Johnson
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 I have been asked many times, “What do you do 
on missions?” Unfortunately, the information is 
confidential. However, I can discuss some of the 
amusing and somewhat crazy things that have 
occurred. Believe it or not, the Congo is the only 
country I am aware of that when you drive into 
a “roundabout,” all traffic has to give way to the 
incoming vehicles. First, you have to imagine 
a “roundabout” on the surface of the moon, 
because that aptly describes the road conditions 
here. Then imagine traffic coming from both 
directions, in the same “roundabout”. Total chaos, 
but it seems to work…yeah right!!!

 The challenges that go with driving are many. 
Firstly, there are the masses of people who 
defiantly walk on the road, regardless of the 
countless blasts from your horn. Then you have 
the dust. At times it is like driving in a “haboob” 
(dust storm) and you can barely see the road in 
front of the vehicle. Next you have to endure the 
“African massage”, or craters and holes that you 
are constantly negotiating. Finally, there is the 
mud!!! Lots of it when it rains and merciless to all 
vehicles that attempt to drive through it. On one 
mission it took three days to travel 60 kilometres!! 

Speaking of driving, I had to get a UN driver’s 
license to drive in the Congo. Again, believe it 
or not, a full medical examination, including an 
eye test, was necessary. Only in the UN! Well, the 
medical was no problem – however, I had left 
my spectacles (which I use for driving at night) 
in Nairobi. Fortunately, I had watched the Clint 
Eastwood film “Space Cowboys”, where the same 
thing occurred. While I was sitting having my 
blood pressure taken and other bits and pieces,  
I was close enough to the eye chart to memorise 
the bottom two lines. When it came to the eye 
test, the nurse was astounded that I was able to 
read the bottom two lines from where I had to 
stand!! No one else had been able to do it!! The 
things we do…?!

Apart from driving, walking here is certainly one 
of the things that I would recommend. That is 
unless you walk with my colleague, who fails to tell 
you that a walk by his standards is for three hours 
and you don’t take any water with you. Goma is 
situated on the northern tip of Lake Kivu, a volcanic 
lake, which is the obvious choice of scenery for 
your walk. The local Congolese use the lake for 
any number of things: fishing, washing clothes, 
washing themselves, washing motorcycles, even 
drinking water. Unfortunately, they also use the 
same lake to throw garbage and for toilet duties. 
Hygiene certainly is not part of the Congolese 
vocabulary. Regardless, Lake Kivu is beautiful in 
its own right and watching the local fishing boats 
paddling to and fro can be very relaxing.

One of the most amazing things about the Congo 
is that they use wooden bicycles, which are 
indeed made entirely out of wood. This includes 

wheels, axles and handle bars. The bicycle is called 
a chikudu (pronounced chickadoo) and the only 
way to describe such a mode of transport is to 
think of the “Flinstones”. The chikudu is a means 
of transport and also used to carry heavy loads.

 Speaking of photographs, taking photos in the 
Congo is not encouraged, as the people become 
extremely upset. I have already experienced this, 
first hand, while I was in southern Sudan, in a 
small town called Torrit (pronounced Toreet). On 
that occasion I was sitting by myself in a parked 
UN vehicle in the town centre and decided to call 
my daughter “Kimi”. While attempting to use my 
cell phone, a number of people approached the 
vehicle, shouting and yelling. Before I knew it two 
armed guys in partial military fatigues dragged 
me out of the vehicle and took my cell phone. 
Straight out of a movie and not a good position 
to be in, I assure you. It took an amazing amount 
of talk, but it turned out that they thought I was 
taking their photographs!!! In the end I finally 
convinced them that I hadn't by inviting them to 
look in the cell phone memory, which only had 
photographs of my family. Needless to say, a new 
change of clothes was necessary!!

 You may have heard of tribal drums. However, 
I can now categorically inform you that they 
have been superseded by the cell phone. During 
a field trip, which took me to a small town in 
the Congo called Isiro (pronounced eezeeroo), 
which is situated near the border of Sudan and 
Uganda, I became aware of how efficient their 
communication system really is. It took three 
days to get to Isiro, as the roads (yeah right!!!) 
were impassable and in the end I was dropped in 
by helicopter. I actually did find the person I was 
looking for, but what was strange was that when I 
met her, she was all dressed up in what can only be 
described as her best clothes. This seemed at odds 
with the way everyone else was dressed, including 
myself, still wearing the same clothes for three 
days and smelling like the north end of a south 
bound camel!! I simply asked her why she was 
dressed so and to my astonishment she explained 
that she had been expecting me and pulled out her 
mobile phone!!! What I learnt from this field trip 
was that regardless of how poor the country, the 
communication between persons is extraordinary. 

perform a concert of Judas Maccabeus in the 
Kings College Chapel. I played mixed netball for 
Jesus College, participated in an environmental 
consultancy group, and resurrected my German 
skills by participating in a German language 
discussion group through the University language 
centre. I also joined the Cambridge Union, and 
listened to numerous interesting speakers during 
my time in Cambridge, from the former head of 
MI6, Sir Richard Dearlove, to Bill Nighy, who was 
also filming at Jesus College.

The entire year was an immensely rewarding and 
satisfying experience, and an opportunity that 
I am incredibly grateful to have had. Although 
the year passed by very quickly, the knowledge, 
experiences and friendships I have gained will 
remain with me for a long time.

Jenna Rennie

Al Manco (2006) reports from Nairobi
My position is based in Nairobi, where I have been 
for approximately two and a half years. I travel 
extensively throughout Africa. To date I have been 
to Sudan, Tanzania, Rwanda, Ethiopia, Liberia, 
Cote D'Ivoire (Ivory Coast), Democratic Republic 
of Congo (DRC), Uganda, Central African Republic 
(CAR), Cameroon, Lebanon, Burundi and Bahrain.

I am a legal investigator (Team Leader), in an office 
of approximately 12 staff. Although I have been 
on many missions, Goma included, the Congo 
has always remained my largest challenge. Maybe 
it is because of the fact that it is the largest 
country in Africa, now that Sudan has divided 
into two countries, north and south. Maybe 
it is because everyone speaks Congolese, or 
French, which makes it difficult to communicate. 
Maybe it is because there are no roads (dirt, 
crater ridden paths, not included). Or perhaps it 
is the insect life, – a new species is found in my 
office (container) everyday. It may be because 
it has been the month of Ramadan and people 
are getting just a wee bit touchy, not eating, or 
drinking (even water) between 5:30 a.m. and 6:30 
p.m. each day. More than likely, it would probably 
be the oppressive heat and humidity, that drains 
your energy, or maybe the “sheggies” (street kids) 
who constantly pull at your arms and clothes, 
preventing you from leaving without a donation.

Joking aside, despite all of this, I cannot and 
will not complain. I am one of the fortunate few 
who come to the Congo knowing that we will be 
leaving on a definite date. The masses of native 
Congolese, born into a society which defies 
imagination, are without doubt the most difficult 
part of the mission. At the same time, it is 
indescribably humbling to be able to interact with 
the Congolese. There are times that you can only 
stand and stare, with tears in your eyes, at what 
the people endure everyday of their lives.

Heavily laden chikudu
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locations in Washington, Idaho, Nevada, Colorado 
and California. Moneytree offers a range of 
consumer and business credit products, and 
other products such as prepaid debit cards, wire 
transfers, money orders, and electronic bill pay.

In his current position, Mark is responsible for 
all of Moneytree’s legal matters, which include 
a broad variety of legal and regulatory issues, 
including management of outside counsel, 
corporate matters, strategic planning, significant 
business transactions, third party contracts, 
intellectual property management, new product 
development, litigation and federal and state 
regulation. Mark has particular expertise in the 
regulation of financial products and systems, 
including consumer credit products, commercial 
financing and payment systems.

Prior to joining Moneytree at the beginning of 
2003, Mark was a shareholder in the Financial 
Institutions practice of the Seattle law firm 
Graham & Dunn. In almost twenty years of 
legal practice, he focused on advising financial 
institutions and other business clients on 
corporate and regulatory matters and business 
transactions. He handled a wide range of 
corporate, transactional, and operational, 
including strategic planning, mergers and 
acquisitions, regulatory problems of troubled 
banks, corporate governance, director and officer 
liability and indemnification, and executive 
compensation. He represented both purchasers 
and sellers in bank merger transactions, and 
advised clients on the formation of new banks 
and bank holding company reorganizations, and 
other corporate restructurings.

Mark is a graduate of the Pacific Coast Banking 
School, and holds a First Class Honours degree in 
law from the University of Canterbury. He has been 
an assistant lecturer in law at the University of 
Canterbury, and has also instructed at the schools 
of law at the University of Illinois, the University 
of Puget Sound in Tacoma and the University of 
Washington in Seattle. He has clerked for both the 
Washington State Supreme Court and Division II of 
the Washington Court of Appeals.

Mark has served on the Boards of Directors of a 
number of non-profit and civic organizations. He 
has been President of Tacoma School of the Arts 
Partners, Tacoma Little Theater, The Australia-New 
Zealand American Society, the Downtown Tacoma 
Association and the Local Development Association 
(BIA). In addition he has been a member of the 
boards of the World Affairs Club (Seattle), the World 
Trade Center Tacoma Association, the Corporate 
Council for the Arts (Tacoma), and the Community 
Arts School of Tacoma. 

under Professor Michael Barr – an architect of 
the Obama administration’s Dodd-Frank Wall 
Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act. She 
also took courses with Professor James White, a 
leader in American contract law (and author of 
the Uniform Commercial Code) and Professor 
Scott Hershovitz. Janna says, “Michigan was a 
fantastic academic environment, and teachers 
were always interested to hear our views, but their 
expectations were high!”. 

Colin’s time at Harvard was as part of a much 
larger class – 180 LLM students from all over the 
world. They joined almost 1500 students in the 
Harvard JD course, taking courses and seminars 
from throughout the law school curriculum. “My 
classroom experiences were varied but, in all of 
them, the teaching was first rate”, Colin recalls. 
“Favourite classes were a seminar with David 
Barron (former head of the Office of Legal Counsel, 
in the Justice Department) in which we discussed 
the ‘torture memos’ and the difficulties of 
advising the executive branch, and Dean Minow’s 
constitutional law course.” While at Harvard 
Colin wrote a short dissertation comparing 
New Zealand’s proposed class actions regime 
to other jurisdictions. He also cross-enrolled at 
the business school. Colin says “the emphasis at 
business school was much more on strategy and 
creativity than on closely reasoned analysis.” 

But it wasn’t all study. “We spent a chilly and 
windy St Patrick’s Day weekend in Chicago, where 
the river was dyed green – it was pretty weird 
to hear American voices talking about Ireland!”, 
Janna says. And the couple also spent time in 
New York (visiting another recent Canterbury 
graduate, Monica Silverwood, who was studying 
at Columbia University) and Toronto. The toughest 
part of the year, Colin says, was getting to and 
from Ann Arbor, “which wasn’t easy at the best of 
times. American airport security procedures and 
winter weather made it a lot harder.”

Colin and Janna have now settled in Auckland, 
where Janna joined Wilson Harle, a boutique 
litigation firm specialising in insurance and 
commercial cases. She hopes this will soon 
have her in a courtroom role. Colin returns to 
Chapman Tripp, for whom he previously worked 
in the Wellington office – he will be doing largely 
competition and commercial advisory work. 

Colin Fife and Janna McGuigan

Mark Lewington (1975) in Washington
Mark visited the Law School recently and is 
General Counsel for Moneytree, Inc., a diversified 
financial services company headquartered in 
Washington and operating approximately 125 

The number of times I have inadvertently 
embarrassed myself are countless. However, on 
most occasions my embarrassment amounts to 
others’ amusement. Working in the Congo has 
been no exception. On one occasion I was in a 
small village, interviewing a Congolese woman 
sitting on stools under a tree near her hut, with 
an interpreter to assist me with the language. 
Chickens and goats wandered between us, 
oblivious to our presence. It is fair to say that 
the interview involved obtaining considerable 
personal detail and information from the lady 
in question. After about an hour I noticed that 
the lady’s demeanour began to change. When 
I asked a question, she would look at me in an 
unusual way before answering. I realised that 
something was wrong and looked behind me 
and to my amazement there were approximately 
50 people from the village standing there 
watching the entire proceedings. They were 
all intently interested in what was going on, 
as it is not everyday that a “Muzungu” (white 
person) comes to the village. Even more amazing, 
when I returned my attention to the lady being 
interviewed she smiled and everyone began to 
laugh. I subsequently learned that their culture 
does not include privacy in any form. No one is 
ever offended by the presence of other persons, 
regardless of what they are doing at the time.

Al Manco

Colin Fife (2007) and Janna 
McGuigan (2008) have completed US 
Postgraduate study

Colin and Janna 
recently returned from 
postgraduate legal 
study in the United 
States. Each completed 
a Master of Laws 
degree: Janna at the 
University of Michigan, 
and Colin at Harvard 
University. Before 

heading overseas, the couple lived in Wellington, 
where they moved in 2008 after graduating from 
the University of Canterbury law school. 

Janna spent nine months as a Grotius Fellow 
at the University of Michigan in Ann Arbor. It 
included the coldest winter of her life. “It was so 
cold that some weeks we just didn’t go outside!”, 
she says. Despite the severe temperatures, Janna 
found the Michigan academic atmosphere very 
stimulating, and particularly enjoyed the smaller 
class sizes (only 26 LLM students), which gave 
her the opportunity to closely interact with 
professors. A highlight for Janna was working 
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Law School Life in 2011

John Caldwell hot desking in ForestryRichard Scragg and Fiona SaundersHiViz uniforms

Neil Boister Acting Head

New forms of transport

Coffee with the 
librarians in Forestry

Cynthia Hawes and Tina Yee 
model HiViz uniforms

Heather Couch sharing office 
with Dean and Fiona Saunders

Contentious meeting Not the moot room

Still standing

David Rowe’s office – hard to tell the difference
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over his Face”. The organisers turned away about 
two hundred people that night. 

It seemed that Christchurch had recovered from  
a fright and was counting its blessings. 

Life is never quite that simple and we are all back 
in recovery mode again. I am heartened to see  
the new bright funky Cashel Street Mall. It is a 
great start. 

Advanced Land Law Gains 
Instant Fame
Everybody in Christchurch remembers 22 February. 
Michael and I had breakfast in our favourite 
breakfast spot: Vivace in Hereford Street. It was an 
institution. Patrons had their favourite table and 
respected one another’s peaceful time to read The 
Press before another busy day. Tonto, the barista, 
knew your coffee preference and often served you 
the moment you sat down. 

It was an ordinary, happy day. For me, it was my 
first lecture for the year and, despite my years at 
the Law School, that day is always tinged with an 
element of nervousness. 

I was delighted to see over a hundred students 
in my Advanced Land Law class, all keen to learn 
a bit more about the complexities of our Torrens 
system. The two hour lecture about dodgy buy-
back transactions was speeding by quickly and 
time was running out. I have always considered 
that there is an ounce of flexibility in an 11 am-
12.50 pm lecture slot so I was still talking at 12.52 
– David Rowe has reminded me of this several 
times! Well-primed for earthquake procedures, I 
disappeared under the lecture podium, intending 
to reappear and finish my lecture. The students 
did their best to protect themselves but that was 
not quite so easy. It was a packed lecture theatre 
and the rows are narrow. Despite subsequent 

evidence, I do not remember any sort of panic.  
We all emerged in total darkness. It seemed 
sensible to declare the lecture over and instruct 
everyone to pack up their things as best they 
could and leave the lecture theatre calmly. One 
resourceful student listened to his or her taped 
lecture, decided that the screams of panic were 
worth publicising, and put the recording on 
YouTube. The rest is history, and that little clip, 
always introduced with “Advanced Land Law, 
University of Canterbury” made national and 
international news. It was the one, and definitely 
the only, opportunity for Advanced Land Law to 
claim some fame! 

It was also the only way our children in Auckland 
knew that I was alive and well. 

The Weeks in NZi3
In the weeks and months that followed, the 
School of Law building was locked down. 
All communications were by email or by the 
University’s website and initially our only point 
of physical contact was at the NZi3 building – 
the engine room for the whole university. The 
“Famous Five” emerged: Richard, Margaret, 
Simon, Heather and Fiona. I first found them 
huddled in a tiny corner of that building 
desperately trying to reconfigure the whole Law 
School curriculum. Subsequently they moved 
into their own small room to carry on their 
mammoth task. Every time I saw them in NZi3, 
and subsequently in the Forestry Block, they 
greeted me with a smile. Given their horrendously 
long days and the stressful situation in which 
they found themselves, I was so grateful for their 
cheerfulness. They may not realise how much that 
meant to all of us. With them at the helm, we felt 
as if everything was fixable. 

LP13 – the tent 
In mid-March I had my second lecture with my 
Advanced Land Law class. We picked up from 
where we left off. What was different? We were in 
LP 13 (Law Park Tent Number 13) where I positioned 
myself somewhere at the front, and they sat in 
plastic chairs with their charged laptops on their 
knees. I was thrilled to be back and it seems that 
the students were too. They were even excited to 
be handed out a 6,000 word research assignment. 
The students’ attitude was fantastic and 
eventually this reflected in their final grades. It 
was the best performing class I have ever taught. 

The accommodating  
Forestry staff 
Eventually, the School of Law was given an 
administration room and two hot-desking rooms 
in the Forestry Block. This meant imposing on 
the Forestry staff. They are a very congenial and 
hospitable group and we enjoyed getting to know 
them. We even learnt some forestry things. As a 

It is my turn to write the annual 
academic diary. As an hour by hour 
description of my day that starts 
with an overly enthusiastic alarm 
call at 5.07 am would pale against 
the previous entertaining entries I 
have chosen to take a different tack. 
The following few comments are a 
reflection of 2011 – in my mind, a year 
of wonderful opportunities. 

Summer in Christchurch
I will always remember February 2011 in 
Christchurch. Cantabrians were back from 
refreshing holidays either in the city itself or out 
on beaches and lakes. The weather was glorious 
and the city was abuzz with enthusiasm. Georgie, 
our younger daughter, after spending ten months 
based primarily in the south of France, was very 
much in need of something more than a couple 
of well-worn shorts and tee shirts for a more 
ordinary year of work. We had some wonderful 
times shopping in High Street and the Cashel 
Street Mall. Exactly a week later, people were killed 
in those spots and that sobering thought will 
forever be in our minds. We lunched on the Strip 
and enjoyed Christchurch at its best: families 
having lunch on the banks of the Avon, bars 
and restaurants with their outside tables and 
umbrellas and staff rushed off their feet, people 
having business lunches and shoppers ready for a 
lunchtime wine. The three of us went to the Ron 
Mueck exhibition twice and made the most of 
the World Busker festival. On a beautiful balmy 
Christchurch evening, we were the last three in 
the queue to get entry into “The Boy With the Tape 

Diary of an Academic. Our Year of Opportunities
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As lawyers, we live in a world of paper (unless 
you are organised, probably younger than I and a 
computer whizz) and it has done us no harm to 
decide what is important and what is not. Most 
of us have enjoyed the “cut and burn” process of 
filling many a green bin with outdated material, 
irrespective of its merit. 

Back in the Law School 
In late July, we all returned to the Law School. 
An opportunity lost is an opportunity gained. 
If we didn’t quite appreciate what it was like to 
have your own office and your own space, then 
not having it highlighted its importance. I was 
relocated from the 4th to the 5th floor and habit 
is a terrible thing. I have walked in on Commerce 
PhD students who now occupy my old 4th floor 
office and occasionally wonder why Stephen Todd 
(his office is directly above my old one) is sitting 
at my desk. I had the somewhat unenviable task 
of displacing David Rowe from his iconic office 
and am very grateful for his good humour and 
generosity of spirit. 

We are back to normal: morning tea is at 11 am, I 
can ruin our photocopiers and get away with just 
a sigh from Heather, students know where to find 
us, we can hold functions in our staff room and 
we can walk out of a messy office by just locking 
the door. Most importantly, we can talk to one 
another. 

The Students 
As the teaching year draws to a close, I have had 
several students comment that the University 
has looked after them so well this year. These 
accolades are a delight to hear. 

result of Stephen Todd’s intense inquisition (they 
learnt how lawyers operate!) we now know that 
tree roots can be affected by earthquakes and, 
in 5-10 years, seemingly healthy trees might die. 
Some surprises in store! 

The hot desks were our first opportunity to work 
again with one another. Some managed this 
better than others. I was hopeless. It was so good 
to see my colleagues that we spent a lot of the 
time catching up on news. In that respect, it was  
a wonderful time. 

For any serious work, I carved myself out a little 
niche in the Macmillan Brown Library. Most days 
I shared a desk with a Land Law student and we 
became silent buddies. I valued the chance to 
break down some staff/student barriers.

The Famous Five carried on with their work in a 
steadfast manner. They cheered us up with their 
bright smiles, did not admonish us for leaving 
laptops and bags around their feet and always had 
time for a quick chat which, I am sure, they could 
have well done without. 

The Search and Rescue visits
The ten minute “hard hat, hi fi vest” visits to the 
battered Law School were stressful exercises. The 
first time, assuming the lifts were not operating, 
I took a bag I could carry. The lifts were open. 
The next time I took two suitcases. That day, 
the lifts were closed. It took a very long time to 
descend five flights of stairs amongst scaffolding 
with two full suitcases of books and paper. My 
SAR minder was keen to help but was following 
full instructions to do nothing but look out for 
aftershocks. It was a good workout. 

I wish to return the compliment. The 2011 
University of Canterbury students were presented 
with unanticipated opportunities and they seized 
these enthusiastically. They have performed 
superbly in the community and have adapted to 
a very different campus life. We have asked a lot 
of them. For several months, they had to check 
the website each day to find out if, when and 
where a lecture was being held the next day. They 
came dressed for tent life: freezing in the early 
morning, baking in the hot afternoon sun. They 
lost their normal student social hubs but every 
time I walked into the communal tent, it was alive 
with chatter. We staggered mid-sessional exams 
throughout the whole of the third term and part 
of the fourth and they had to cope with these 
as well as their normal workload of lectures and 
assessments. All this and more…and they can still 
greet you with wide smiles. 

I am always happy to write references for students 
seeking employment. This year, I have included 
a sentence or two about the adaptability of the 
student faced with such adversities. The sub-text 
is “Hire them – you will not regret it”! 

And…Outcomes
I am sure I was not the only staff member to 
make a little list at the beginning of 2011 of what 
research, teaching and admin boxes could still 
do with a tick. I have achieved some of these 
tasks but not all. Other colleagues will be in the 
same position. In this long and tiring year, we 
have all had to make some choices and if, in the 
prioritising, we have helped the University get 
back up on its feet we should feel satisfied that 
we have done our best.

Liz Toomey

Reception for Forestry and Law
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As noted in the Lawsoc report (Third 
Parties, pp 20), Lucy Edwards and 
Simon Inder went to extraordinary 
lengths to ensure that despite a slight 
change in format (on weekends) 
and location (in schools), the full 
repertoire of Competitions was 
completed in 2011. 

All winners of the rounds competed ably at 
both ALSA and NZLSA. Congratulations go to 
Seamus Woods and Anna McIntyre (Negotiation) 
and David Dingwall (Witness Examination) 
for finishing as runners-up in their respective 
competitions. 

Mooting 2011
The major seismic shift of February 2011 had an 
impact on the annual School of Law Mooting 
Competition, just as it had on almost every 
aspect of the Law School’s annual programme. 
From my earliest consultations with LAWSOC’s 
Competitions Officers we were agreed that we 
had to hold a mooting competition because it 
was essential that Canterbury be represented 
at the New Zealand Law Students’ Association 
competition and at the Australasian Law 
Students’ Association conference (ALSA). We 
also hoped that running the premier student 
competition would serve as a morale boosting 
signal to our students that some ‘normality’ was 
possible. Bell Gully was a most flexible sponsor 
and encouraged us all the way along. 

The limitations of competition spaces (the Law 
Building being out of action until July) and 
concerns over the availability of practitioners 
to act as judges in the early months after the 
earthquake necessitated a delayed start to the 
competition. We also had to limit numbers. 

Competitions

Nonetheless we were still able to run a three-stage 
competition with preliminary rounds, semi-finals 
and a final.

The Final was held on the evening of 7 June. 
Room 251 of the Geography/Psychology/
Sociology Building served as the Moot Court. 
Justice Chisholm (High Court) presided and 
was joined on the bench by Allister Davis (Law 
Society), Ian Gault (Bell Gully) and Ms Natalie 
Baird (representing the Dean of Law). We had a 
large audience who were treated to a moot of 
a very high standard. The finalists were Janelle 
Cooke, Andy Luck, Lyndon Rogers and Seamus 
Woods. Bell Gully set the topic for the Final, 
which involved issues of the admissibility of 
evidence, the interrogation of suspects under the 
Terrorism Suppression Act and the New Zealand 
Bill of Rights Act. As usual, the judges subjected 
the mooters to a barrage of questions and the 
mooters held up extremely well. 

After considerable deliberation Justice Chisholm 
announced that Seamus Woods had won the 
Judges’ Cup for best mooter in the Final. The Law 
Faculty Cup for Junior Mooting, which is awarded 
to the best first-time mooter, was jointly won this 
year by semi-finalists Jacob Barry and Megan Gall.

Andy, Janelle and Lyndon, went on to represent 
Canterbury at the ALSA Moot competition held in 
July and Andy and Janelle competed for us in the 
NZLSA Senior competition in August. Ordinarily 
Seamus Woods would have taken a place in the 
team as he was the overall mooting winner but 
by the time of our final moot he had already won 
the Negotiation competition and under NZ Law 
Students Association rules he could only compete 
in the first competition he had won.

We also sent an appointed team to compete in 
the inaugural Bell Gully/NZLSA Junior Mooting 
competition. Francesca Chapman and Nothando 
Gwaze competed for us and we are grateful that 
they were prepared to moot at very short notice.

David Dingwall

I would like to take this opportunity to thank all 
the members of faculty and the profession who 
took time out to act as judges in the preliminary 
rounds. Special thanks to Anne O’Brien (Barrister) 
and Gerald Nation (Wynn Williams & Co) 
who acted as the common judges to ensure 
consistency of scoring in the semi-finals. As 
always, we are most grateful to the partners of 
Bell Gully who continue to be generous sponsors 
of mooting at Canterbury.

The LAWSOC Competitions Officers responsible for 
mooting this year were Lucy Edwards and Simon 
Inder. Lucy and Simon continued the long tradition 
of excellent LAWSOC Comps Officers. They did a 
first-rate job in making all the competitions run 
smoothly in trying post-quake conditions. 

Simon Dorset 
Master of Moots
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Prizes and Scholarships

Congratulations to Janet Dick, who was 
awarded the 2010 Gold Medal in Law and to 
Sarah Keast who was awarded the University 
Prize for Law. The Canterbury Law Review 
Prize for best honours research paper went to 
Gregory Severinsen for his paper “From Boring 
to Storing” on the legal aspects of carbon 
sequestration. 

Other prizes awarded were: the Thomson 
Reuters Prize in Legal System to Sean Scanlon 
and the Anderson Lloyd Prize in Contract to 
Christopher Bell.

The Raymond Donnelly Prize in Criminal Law 
and the Duncan Cotterill Award in Law both 
went to Seamus Woods. The Wynn Williams & 
Co Prize in Torts was awarded to Paul McGregor, 
the Anderson Lloyd Prize in Land Law to Jessica 
Davies and the Ross and Valerie Penlington 
Prize in Public Law to Emma Moore. The Duncan 
Cotterill Prize in Equity and Succession was won 
by Clyde Bowes and the Wynn Williams & Co 
Prize in Resource Management Law by  
Jennifer Acker.

The Macarthur Prize in Law was awarded to 
Claire Brighton, the Gerald Orchard Prize in 
Evidence to Shaun Brookes, the Iain Johnston 
Memorial Prize in Family Law to Sarah Keast and 
the Ewart Hay Prize in Public International Law 
to Katie Varghese. The Russell McVeagh Award 
for Excellence in Intellectual Property went to 
Benjamin Brown, the Raymond Donnelly Prize in 
Criminal Justice to Thomas Westaway and the 
CCH New Zealand Prize in Taxation to Victoria 
Joseph. The 2010 Joseph Yates Prize in Trial 
Advocacy was won by Emma Whiley.

Canterbury Law Scholarships  
and Bursaries 
The purpose of these scholarships and bursaries 
is to recognise and reward academic excellence, 
all round ability and potential for students leaving 
school and commencing full-time study for the 
LLB degree or LLB double degree at University of 
Canterbury in the next academic year. 

Canterbury Law Scholarships were awarded 
to the following students beginning their 
studies in 2011:
Zoe Caughey Kaitaia College

Sam Hider Christs College 

Emma Whitla Riccarton High School 

Jessica Milne Wellington East Girls’ School

Anna Rumbold St Margaret’s College

Bridget Williams  Christchurch Girls’ High School 

Rachel Robilliard St Margaret’s College

Canterbury Law Bursaries were awarded to: 
Rennae Hopkins Christchurch Girls’ High School 

Bethany Entwistle Villa Maria College 

Jessica Pullar Villa Maria College

Madison Edilson Christchurch Adventist School 

Jonina Neale Oxford Area School

Nicole Johnston Gore High School

ANU Summer Research Scholarship
Claire Brighton has won the ANU summer research 
scholarship. She will be working with Professor Don 
Rothwell on a project looking at how the Antarctic 
Treaty might be used to stop whaling in Antarctica. 
Claire also had her Torts Honours paper on ‘the 
Case for Cliff-Top Duties’ accepted for publication in 
the NZ Law Students Journal. 

School of Law  
Undergraduate Scholarship
This scholarship was launched in 2005 by the 
School of Law Reunion of pre-1965 graduates, in 
conjunction with the Canterbury District Law 
Society. The scholarship covers full tuition fees 
for courses taken towards a law degree in the first 
year of tenure and half fees for courses taken in 
the second, third and fourth years. 

The 2011 scholarship was awarded to Ashleigh Ooi, 
a former student of Papanui High School. 

Ashleigh is studying towards a Bachelor of Laws 
and Bachelor of Arts degree

The Sir Timothy Cleary  
Memorial Prize
The 2011 prize has been awarded to David Turner, 
a Canterbury graduate and the Law School’s 
2009 Gold Medallist. The prize honours the 
memory of Sir Timothy Cleary, past President 
of the Wellington District and New Zealand 
Law Societies and a Court of Appeal Judge until 
his death in 1962. It recognises the example Sir 
Timothy’s own life set for young people entering 
the profession. 

The prize, awarded each year by the New Zealand 
Law Foundation, is open to any barrister and/
or solicitor of the High court of New Zealand 

who has been admitted within the previous 
three years and is given to the person adjudged 
as giving the most promise of service to and 
through the profession having regard to personal 
character; qualities of leadership as shown by 
achievement and service at school and university; 
reliability, progress and enthusiasm gisplayed in 
practical training in preparation for the practice 
of law; academic attainments; and interest and 
participation in general activities. A straight-A 
law student with an impressive collection of 
academic prizes to his credit, David is clerk to 
Supreme Court Justice Blanchard and balances 
professional pursuits with extensive professional 
and community work – he is involved with 
the Wellington Young Lawyers’ Committee, 
Professional Pathways, the Red Cross, UN Youth 
New Zealand, debating, singing, drama and 
performance. His community work has included 
mobilising young Wellington lawyers to raise 
$10,000 in a street appeal for the Christchurch 
earthquake, as well as greeting Christchurch 
earthquake “refugees” at the airport and ensuring 
they were looked after.

David plans to use the prize to help fund 
postgraduate study for an LLM at either Harvard 
or Yale.

Ashleigh Ooi. School of Law Undergraduate Scholar

David Turner

Prizes
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Homefront
A barrister in Sumner – 17 June 2011

involving moving the mattresses in my study out 
into the hall with blankets on top (many Japanese 
do this every day). The girls now sleep in my study 
as in their rooms the walls have separated from 
the floors. 

After all this, providing I do not have to clean 
up earthquake rubble or deal with engineers, 
contractors etc I get to do some paid work (i.e. 
the law). I have breaks to walk Lottie up the 
drive for some exercise and grass for essential 
dog business. Lottie’s carefully constructed dog 
enclosure is now full of glass from the shattering 
on Monday of the part of the fence that 
comprised the remaining glass around the pool 
trashed (munted) after the February earthquake. 
Sometimes I even get human company with a 
quick cup of tea with neighbours and earthquake 
chat – hows it going?, I heard Geotech are going 
to … 

Now to the paid work while Lottie lies on her 
mat beside my desk, sleeps, chews and keeps 
me company (cuter than my previous chambers 
colleagues but not as witty). I have a Supreme 
Court case in less than 2 weeks (initially due to 
be heard in February but postponed because of 
the second earthquake), sentencing submissions 
long overdue and a lot happening in a few other 
cases. A week before I felt I was only just getting 
back into my work after finally getting files from 
my office in early May and recovering from back 
surgery a week later. The fact my house is now 
unquestionably not repairable and the man in 
the hard hat, yellow vest with the geotechnical 
engineering degree told us that any more 

movement on the cliff we would be evacuated at 
short notice is a bit of a distraction. 

At about 4pm I think about dinner and the 
children get home and we do the normal family 
evening things with a few more obstacles such 
as gaps, lumps and bumps in the floor, no water, 
draughts from the cracks, less heating and lots 
of telephone calls from friends and relatives (all 
offering help in many ways). Later in the evening 
we watch our TV that is on the floor (I do not think 
the insurance company want to get the bill for a 
third one!). My husband and I talk more because 
we are too shattered to do much else (i.e. we 
used to do work, bills etc ) at the end of the day. 
Sometimes sleep comes easily.

At certain points in time people in various parts of 
Christchurch are more or less affected than others 
by the series of earthquakes we have had. In 
September we were sitting pretty in Sumner and 
our land values went up. In February some were 
badly affected and others not. Like many we had 
no power and water for 2 weeks, the earthquake 
was scary and our house was damaged. Our 
neighbours were killed in the crushed bus 
and there were some very sad times where we 
supported their family appreciating the random 
and somewhat cruel natural world we all live in. 
Our house was probably reparable although we 
never got to the final stage. We were over the EQC 
cap and repairs were going to be about $800,000 
but there was still one structural matter the 
engineers had not looked at. I had nearly finished 
compiling the contents claim.

Gone are the days of being woken 
up by alarm, showering and making 
myself a flat white to take in the car 
on the way to work. 

The main worry is getting to the car before 
7.20am to avoid the traffic jam of the Sumner/
Redcliffs residents getting to work and schools. 
Then usually “skiving off” early (as the boys in 
chambers saw it I suspect) to collect children, 
watch netball or swimming, cook dinner, 
supervise homework etc. 

Today a teaser of an aftershock woke me at half 
six. Children, husband and a 10 week old puppy 
were running round getting ready to go to school 
and work. No-one was banging on the bathroom 
door saying “hurry up” rather they were busy 
packing towels so they could shower at work or 
friends.

Then peace – just me and Lottie–the puppy we 
brought for the girls who had wanted one for 
so long, and Jesse and Meg (our cats). So long 
that Isla, now 12, had managed to fool her new 
entrants’ class for some time that she actually had 
just got a dog. My office is in the Red zone and 
on a lean so I have been working at home since 
February 22 and will be for some time. Hence we 
no longer had the excuse of the poor puppy being 
left all by itself and how mean that would be! 

Lottie and I then set to work – heating the water 
in the microwave (oven not working) so we 
can have a sponge bath (me first). Then doing 
the dishes (different water), making the beds – 

Catherine Bibbey and Lottie
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We live on a cliff and while houses maybe 400 
metres along the cliff were red stickered because 
of the land, we had heard that they were more 
precarious than us because unlike them there was 
no ash layer (which is non-porous) in the rocks 
under us. In February it was a bit like “Apocalypse 
Now” with the helicopters over us monitoring the 
cracks in the cliff top (where there were GPS units 
placed). Lately we had heard that they had not 
moved significantly since February 22. The popular 
walking track in front of our house was closed 
with a knee high fence – no barrier to families 
walking the weekend. Every couple of days I went 
out to the cliff to see what had happened to the 
cracks.

What was unusual about the Monday was that my 
husband Jeremy was home. At about 12.30pm he 
took the dog to the neighbours and there was an 
earthquake –it seemed quite big and I got under 
the desk and when I emerged I looked out the 
window to the sea. At a point across the bay from 
us – Godley Head there was a lot of dust – a rock 
fall – interesting I thought. I took a photo. 

Jeremy raced back and we wandered around the 
house thinking that most cracks had got bigger so 
the engineers would be able to look at those when 
they came back to look at the other structural 
wall. We texted the school, the girls were fine and 
were in the assembly points. Our friend was going 
to get them if school was evacuated. We started 
to clean the pantry, the wine cellar (what was left), 
the books again ...I decided I have given up, we 
would get nets for the shelves – I was beaten.

Neighbours (Eric and Raemon) called down to 
check on us. We sat down outside to have a chat 
and a flat white (from our lovely plumbed in 
Italian coffee machine). A helicopter went over we 
waved. I did say at one stage that where we were 
sitting might not be a good place if there was a 
bigger earthquake given the loose bricks directly 
above the deck (that spot was covered in bricks a 
bit later on). The response of the majority was that 
this was no problem, we had just had a reasonably 
big one so any aftershocks would only be smaller. 
That was of course what has happened over the 
last 9 months and we all fancied ourselves as 
earthquake experts.

So given the experts we were Eric, Jeremy and I 
decided that we should probably have a wander 
along the cliff top and see if the cracks had 
moved. Jeremy went to put the coffee cups away 
intending to follow and Eric and I set off through 
the gate of our property. As we walked out Eric 
said “you are still moving a bit tentatively with 
your back, aren’t you?” ( I had had back surgery 
5 weeks earlier). My response was- it's getting 
much better but I just did not want to “slip over”. 
We headed along the path beside the cliff to near 
where Eric’s old red stickered house was. After a 
while I said “You know, I really think that this land 
slopes more to the sea that it used to”. Eric had no 

chance to respond as literally all hell broke loose. 
I cannot recall whether it was noise or movement 
or Eric yelling at me that made me start running. 
All I remember is thinking I have got to get away 
from this cliff edge. But getting safely away from 
the cliff top area to the left involved getting over 
a line of Hebes and then a 6 foot high concrete 
wall to the right. Years ago I remember cursing 
the owners of this mega million dollar property 
who built a beautiful house and grounds but 
from the walking track all the walkers could see 
was a concrete block wall. But now let me kiss the 
Council workers that planned some flaxes and 
Hebes in front of that eyesore because we dived 
into those Hebes and hung on for our lives. Even 
if you wanted, you could not stay on your feet, it 
would have been like trying to stand up on a roller 
coaster. The banging and slamming (shaking does 
not cut it here) seemed to go on for an eternity. 
I could feel myself being pulled away from the 
bushes like something was hanging onto my legs. 
When it was a bit less violent bit Eric jumped up 
and said “run” and we sprinted along the track 
as the earth cracked to our left and seemed to 
be sliding away. We got through the gate to my 
house and Eric said “Well, we won’t be doing that 
again, will we?”. 

I have seen the photos and now see that huge 
parts of the cliff had fallen off. From the upstairs 
in our house I can see that the cliff is much closer.

We met Jeremy who had just found and scooped 
up a very quiet puppy (who was hiding behind the 
house as most of her enclosure shattered around 
her). He and Raemon in the house at the time had 
thought we were goners until we emerged looking 
like as Jeremy said “bomb victims” covered in dust 
with the whites of our eyes prominent.

In the house the shaking was apparently more 
intense than February. This time even the big gas 
double oven launched itself across the kitchen 
as did the coffee machine! Nothing not bolted 
securely to the wall survived.

The Geonet website records the horizontal Peak 
Ground acceleration under that cliff top as being 
212.7%g – three times the ground acceleration 
of town and Lyttelton for that earthquake. That's 
why we felt like we were being pulled off the cliff 
and it's not surprising a big part of our cliff fell off, 
given that such acceleration can be amplified on 
the ridges of cliffs. 

After having regrouped, we all ran up the drive 
and joined the other Scarborough refugees for the 
next few hours. Our road was closed/blocked for 
some time so we could not go anywhere. Later in 
the afternoon we went back and started the clean 
up with the children when they were delivered 
safely home by a trusted friend (whose children 
I brought home after the February earthquake). 
Jeremy, an ex builder, was happy that the house 
was safe (he knows every inch of that house), 
albeit irreparable. 

Now we wait for our next move. We have been 
reassured that our house will not collapse but 
would simply slump further giving us time to 
get out in the event of another big quake. For 
buildings these days in Christchurch that's what 
is important. As to our land, I am not that worried 
and want to rebuild (even without insurance) here 
in the long term. The helicopter has just gone over 
taking measurements and they will be back if it 
is dangerous. We have removed all irreplaceable 
things (photos, art) from the house in case we are 
evacuated and not allowed back in because of 
the land. I wear an apron at all times with the dog 
lead, my car keys and cell phone in the pocket. 
Everyone on the hill now parks their cars facing 
up the drive out of the garages. There is a rumour 
that all the houses on this part of the hill will be 
taken down and a reserve created but there are a 
lot of rumours in Christchurch. 

What does the future hold for the “lady barrister” 
and her work lifestyle? I am not sure – Lottie and 
I are just taking one step at a time away from 
ridges on cliff tops.

Postscript
Unfortunately as this article was published in the 
NZ Lawyer, and on the morning of the Supreme 
Court case I referred to, the new "arbiters" of 
public safety in Christchurch (the engineers) 
"joined the dots" (in this case connecting the 
veins of tension cracks on our cliff top) and 
decided our house and land were most unsafe. 
They identified major tension cracks around and 
under the house. Our land had become what 
Gerry Brownlee would call a "blindingly obvious" 
property that would not be able to be remediated. 
We were given some time to get stuff out but 
could no longer live there. The land and house 
were red stickered and much of my home was 
packed up as I appeared in the Supreme Court 
over the next three days. It was a distraction and 
the Supreme Court seemed a surreal environment.

After 6 weeks in a friend's mother's small 
townhouse, we shifted to a house on the flat 
near the beach in a relatively undamaged area. 
As a family we are now settled and like most of 
Christchurch we are constantly reminded of what 
the city has lost. However, we appreciate that we 
all need to not dwell on what happened (hard 
as that is) and be a positive part of the recovery 
process. 

Lottie (sitting beside my desk in my new home 
office as I write this) is now 7 months old and 
nearly 30 kgs(!) and in reality the one good thing 
that the earthquakes have brought about for my 
family. The rest I could have done without!

Catherine Bibbey – Barrister and Council Member of 
the New Zealand Bar Association.

(Reprinted from NZLawyer and kindly updated for us 
by Catherine).
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Lawsoc
2011 has been an incredibly challenging year 
for LAWSOC, as it obviously has for everyone. 
However, it has also seen a remarkable year of 
achievement for the society, in light of nature’s 
resistance. 

The temporary loss of the LAWSOC office at the 
beginning of the year saw the society relocate 
to the spare bedroom of a nearby flat, where 
operations, meetings and planning took place 
for the first semester. Over those few months, 
LAWSOC was successful in signing up over eight 
hundred members at Clubs’ Day and holding sell-
out events in the form of Bell Gully Buddy Night 
and Chapman Tripp Race Night. Alongside this, 
the now annual Law Camp, kindly sponsored by 
Minter Ellison Rudd Watts, ran, allowing second-
year law students an invaluable opportunity to 
spend a weekend getting to know each other in 
North Canterbury. In addition to this, Cavell Leitch 
Quiz Night was, as usual, a riotously amusing 
evening. Thanks must be extended to both the 
Social Officers, Josh Morgan and Sue Rainey, and 
the infallible Junior Officers, Michael Kensington 
and Andy Holland for their dedication to ensuring 
these events ran smoothly in trying times. 

In addition to fantastic social events, Seamus 
Woods was responsible for organising academic 
tutorials to both LAWS100 and 200 levels, which 
were very well received in a challenging year, 
study-wise. Obiter, LAWSOC’s well-devoured 
publication (available both in hard copy and 
online, every term) saw contributions from a 
variety of individuals, under the talented editorial 
skills of Oscar Ward and Anna Sturman. 

Competitions were also an integral feature of 
LAWSOC in 2011; Lucy Edwards and Simon Inder 
went to extraordinary lengths to ensure that 
despite a slight change in format (on weekends) 
and location (in schools), the full repertoire of 
Competitions was completed. All winners of 
the rounds competed ably at both ALSA and 
NZLSA; congratulations must be extended to 
Seamus Woods and Anna McIntyre (Negotiation) 
and David Dingwall (Witness Examination) 
for finishing as runners-up in their respective 
competitions. 

The always-hilarious Law Revue in the third term 
saw an extremely dedicated Production Team, led 
by Rachel Walsh, take on obstacles such as lack of 
the usual rehearsal space and resources and still 
put on three nights of exceptional entertainment. 
The Jack Mann Auditorium played host to the 
Twentieth Anniversary of the show, and sold out 
every evening to highly appreciative crowds. 

Another resounding success of 2011 was that of 
the Lane Neave Law Ball: A Night at Hogwarts. 
Held in the transformed Templeton Community 
Hall, the Harry Potter-themed evening saw over 
two hundred and fifty guests enjoy a three-course 

meal and dance the night away. The creation 
of a ‘High Table’ (in keeping with the theme!) 
saw both lecturers and representatives of Lane 
Neave enjoy themselves for the evening, and was 
enthusiastically received by students. Lane Neave 
Law Ball: A Night at Hogwarts also earned further 
accolades when it received the award at the UCSA 
Event Supreme Clubs, for the prize of Best Social 
Event 2011. Congratulations must go to Sue Rainey 
and her Ball Committee for a spectacular night! 

The whirlwind of a year came to a close with 
the LAWSOC Leavers’ Dinner held at Langdales 
Restaurant, which was kindly attended by 
members of the faculty. Addresses were given by 
Dr. Rod Carr and Professor Richard Scragg, and 
both were much appreciated by the leavers of 2011. 
Thanks must also be extended to the Law School 
for their support of the evening. 

As such, it can be seen that, despite the hurdles 
faced, LAWSOC has ensured that the law 
students of the University of Canterbury have 
been catered for; both socially and academically. 
Congratulations must also be extended to Jono 
Boyce for his calm assessment of the finances 
and Anna McIntyre for her tireless devotion 
to the promotion of LAWSOC. Finally, the 
fantastic leadership of Michael Mullins must 
be congratulated – while his vision for LAWSOC 
2011 may have looked somewhat different to the 
reality, he very ably stepped up to the challenge. 
Meanwhile, LAWSOC 2012 is in the very capable 
hands of Seamus Woods, and we wish both him 
and his team all the best. 

Erin Jackson 

Law Library
2011 has been a very different year for the Law 
Library. First, for most part of the year, the 
Law Library has been out of bounds because 
of damage to the building. Library staff have 
been relocated to a number of different places, 
including a prefab on the College of Education 
site. We have, as a result, had much less contact 
with academics and students than in past 

years. And in fact, this may have been no bad 
thing: I still have nightmarish recollections of 
attempting to introduce the strange new world 
of legal information and legal research skills to a 
class conducted in a flapping tent, in a howling 
gale, with no technology save for a camera that 
relentlessly followed my every move as I tried with 
increasing despair and hysteria to indicate with 
waving hands and arms how to find what online. 

The quakes and their aftermath of damaged 
buildings have compelled us to move much more 
rapidly into the online world in order to give 
access to the best possible range of good legal 
information without being able to physically take 
a book from the shelves. In fact, this has been 
accomplished very efficiently, with many library 
staff drafted into the job of procuring online texts 
and databases. The University Librarian personally 
approached a huge number of publishers and 
suppliers to persuade them to open access to a 
vast emporium of online resources for the period 
when we were exiled from our libraries. In this 
she was successful, with the three main legal 
publishers being more than generous in opening 
their doors without charge to our academics and 
students until the end of this year. We owe them a 
huge debt of thanks.

Things have improved. The Law School Building 
has been patched up, and the books have been 

Third Parties
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reshelved. The Law Library has become the 
designated library for both Law and Commerce 
students. This of course is great for students 
studying both Law and Commerce. Governance 
within the Law Library is in the infancy of a dual 
system, with Desk staff answering to one manager, 
and Reference staff answering to another.

Law Library staff have been not only supportive 
of one another, but also a great source of comfort 
and encouragement as we have all faced our 
various earthquake-generated personal crises. 
We are all in good spirits, and we welcome our 
Commerce colleagues to our shared Library.  
Next time you hear from us, it will probably  
have been renamed!

IPLS
The Institute of Professional Legal Studies 
(IPLS) has announced an expanded schedule of 
course starting dates between November and 
February providing Canterbury law graduates 
with a seamless transition from university to 
professional studies.

IPLS is offering its popular 19 week course from 
November 14 – March 23 and January 16 – May 25. 
There are three options for the IPLS 13 week course, 
November 28 – March 21, January 11 – April 13 or 
February 2 – May 7.

But the really good news is these courses will take 
place in IPLS’ new premises at 430 St Asaph Street. 
Working on the new Christchurch fit out proved 
an interesting challenge for designers Creative 
Spaces. The design utilises an existing industrial 
space and plays on this aesthetic to provide a slick 
and professional learning environment.

The summer courses not only benefit law 
students wishing to get admitted to the Bar as 
quickly as possible, they also benefit employers, 
as graduates are able to undertake much of their 
Profs during the traditionally slow holiday period 
as well as apply for admission to the High Court 
just 13 weeks after completing their degree.

The summer courses have been carefully 
structured to ensure they comply with StudyLink 
regulations allowing students to apply for the 
relevant loans and allowances. The course timing 
and structure also enables students to undertake 
online study during the festive season.

Te Putairiki
2011 has been an exciting year for Te Putairiki, the 
Māori Law Students’ Association. Despite a shaky 
start to the year, in March we welcomed a newly 
elected executive: Michael Bendall (Tumuaki/
President); Jamie-Lee Tuuta (Tumuaki Tuarua/
Vice-Presdient); Aja Trinder (Kaituhituhi/Secretary); 
Dhamendra Unka (Kaiputea/Treasurer); Roberta 
Tainui (Academic Officer); Laura Pouri-Robertson 
(Panui Officer) and Shannon Eastwood-Williams 
(Social Officer). 

The year began with Te Putairiki having 
committed to send a larger executive delegation 
to the annual Te Hunga Roia hui, this year hosted 
by the University of Waikato. Te Hunga Roia 
Māori o Aotearoa (The New Zealand Māori Law 
Society or THRMOA), which organizes this hui, 
was established in 1988. It counts members of 
the judiciary, Parliament, legal practitioners, 
academics, public servants and law students 
among its number. THRMOA was originally 
established to provide an annual opportunity 
for Māori lawyers to discuss and debate issues 
relevant to Māori and this has remained the 
central focus for the annual hui. 

At this hui, our Tumuaki Tuarua (Vice-President) 
Jamie-Lee Tuuta was elected to one of two 
positions of Tauira (Student) Representative. As 
a tauira representatives Jamie-Lee will sit on the 
THRMOA executive, attend monthly hui and help 
to provide support for all Māori law student roopu 
(groups) at all New Zealand universities. Having 
a Te Putairiki law student in this position is a 
great honour and responsibility, and will help to 
promote the University of Canterbury, as well as 
Te Putairiki, in this important forum. Jamie-Lee 
is very excited to be representing all Māori law 
students and tells us that there is much to do in 
the year leading up to the 2012 Te Hunga Roia hui-
a-tau, which again will be held in Waikato.

The Annual Te Putairiki Māori Law Seminar 
was a great success. There was a small glitch 
in that our first speaker, the Hon. Christopher 
Finlayson (Attorney-General, Minister for Arts, 
Culture and Heritage and Minister for Treaty of 
Waitangi Negotiations) was unable to attend due 
to Parliament entering urgency at short notice. 
However, we very much look forward to his joining 
us at a later date.

Our second speaker was prominent Māori lawyer, 
activist and Mana candidate Annette Sykes. 
Annette focuses strongly on constitutional 

change and Māori land rights as they affect Māori, 
and she regularly appears before the appellate 
courts and the Waitangi Tribunal. She was a 
founding member of the MāoriBroadcasting 
Agency and is a member of the Māori Law 
Commission. She spoke to a full lecture theatre 
and certainly gave us a challenging and 
inspirational korero. 

Our final speaker was the Right Honorable Sir 
Andrew Tipping. We were treated to what he 
informed us would be one of his final public 
lectures while a sitting Judge of the Supreme 
Court. It is a great privilege that Sir Andrew was 
able to attend our seminar series before his 
retirement. He gave a frank and lively seminar on 
the topic of ‘Māori Contribution to Jurisprudence’. 
Listeners were somewhat mockingly warned that 
the ‘Chatham House’ rules were to apply – no 
attribution, given the free and frank manner in 
which he spoke. It was a great privilege to have 
his Honour give us insights and anecdotes from 
his time on the bench. Sir Andrew graduated 
LLM (with first class honours) from Canterbury 
University in 1966. He was awarded the Canterbury 
District Law Society's Gold Medal and the Sir 
Timothy Cleary Memorial Prize. He was President 
of the Canterbury District Law Society in 1984 
and a council member of the New Zealand Law 
Society from 1982-1984. After 11 years on the High 
Court he was appointed to the Court of Appeal in 
1997 and became a member of the Privy Council 
in 1998. He has been a member of the Council 
of Legal Education since 1992 and its chairman 
since 1996. Justice Tipping was appointed to 
the Supreme Court from January 2004. In 2006 
Justice Tipping was appointed a Distinguished 
Companion of the New Zealand Order of Merit. In 
2009 he was redesignated a Knight Companion of 
that Order. As a proud graduate of the University 
of Canterbury, it was a pleasure to welcome Sir 
Andrew back to his alma mater.

Our Tumuaki, Michael Bendall, recently attended 
the Commonwealth Youth Parliament in London. 
The final event of the programme was a debate in 
the House of Lords. This would be the first time in 
history that members of the House of Commons 
would sit on the ‘Red Benches’ and only the fifth 
time that people other than Lords have been able 
to debate in the Lords chamber. Members came 
from throughout the Commonwealth, including 
Pakistan, the Falkland Islands and Barbados. Once 
assembled, members were divided into parties 
to govern a mock country “Commonwealth 
Land”. Michael was elected Deputy Leader of the 

IPLS student area
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Opposition. Michael describes the highlight of the 
Commonwealth Youth Parliament as the House 
of Lords debate presided over by the new Lord 
Speaker, Rt Hon. Baroness D’Souza CMG. Members 
debated the motion that “Commonwealth Land 
will cut greenhouse emissions by 100% by the 
year 2050.” In his address to the House, Michael 
stated that “global warming was one of the 
greatest challenges facing our generation and 
that if we are not to make significant but realistic 
targets for reducing our greenhouse emissions 
today, it is future generations whom we are 
putting most at risk”. 

After 90 minutes of intense discussion, 
Commonwealth Land’s Parliament voted, 
and, with 68 content and 41 not content, the 
Government comfortably carried the motion. This 
was due in no small part to the Opposition Front 
Bench voting with the Government, displaying the 
maturity with which its members put the greater 
good ahead of political one-upmanship. Michael 
believes this experience has assisted greatly in his 
understanding of parliamentary processes. Taking 
part in the Commonwealth Youth Parliament 
has revived his belief in the Commonwealth and 
opened his eyes to the true potential of such an 
alliance. Michael is graduating at the end of this 

year and will then be taking up a position with 
Lane Neave.

With the kind assistance of the Māori 
Development Team, Te Putairiki has been hosting 
a weekly coffee group. Earlier in the year, with the 
Marble Palace out of action, we met each Friday in 
InTentCity. Despite what Papatūānuku decided to 
throw at us, we created the opportunity to meet 
new students and introduce them to our senior 
student mentors. Once the Law School reopened, 
the coffee group venue changed to our beloved 
law school café, Alibi. 

Knowledge of our Māori culture took a positive 
and dramatic leap with early morning kapahaka 
practices starting mid-year in the Te Putairiki 
room (room 119). These practices were very well 
received and attended. We are lucky enough to 
have a very enthusiastic waiata captain in Aja 
Trinder, our Kaituhituhi (Secretary), who ensures 
we all know exactly what we should be singing, 
updating the Te Putairiki page with YouTube links 
(for those of us less vocally inclined) and providing 
the inspiration! Indeed, a 3-day waiata wananga 
was held during the holidays. This consisted of 
waiata and kapahaka practices, law tutorials, 
discussion forums, and mihimihi and karakia 
workshops. Dhamendra Unka, our Kaiputea 

(Treasurer) treated everyone to a wonderful 
cooked breakfast each morning and allowed us all 
to make ourselves very much at home in his flat. 
We look forward to more waiata wananga with 
the same level of success.

Te Putairiki has had an outstanding year and 
we look forward to an even bigger and better 
year in 2012. Our doors are always open to new 
members, both Māori and non-Māori. While our 
focus is on the academic achievement of Māori 
law students at Canterbury, we welcome anyone 
who is supportive of our kaupapa (purpose). If you 
would like to join for 2012, or if you are interested 
in knowing more about our society, feel free to  
get in touch by sending us an email at  
te-putairiki@canterbury.ac.nz.

Dhamendra Unka, Shannon Eastwood-Williams, Annette Sykes, Jamie-Lee Tuuta, Michael Bendall, Laura Pouri-Robertson, Asociate Professor Richard Scragg, Aja Trinder
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Scandalum

Obituaries
We note the death on November 1 of Judge 
Michael Green, a Canterbury graduate and a long 
serving District Court Judge in Christchurch. Judge 
Green was born in Christchurch in 1936 but spent 
much of his early childhood on the West Coast, 
returning for his secondary school and university 
education. At the age of eleven he contracted 
polio which left him with a pronounced limp 
for the rest of his life, as well as a “courageous 
attitude to life” as the New Zealand Law Society’s 
eulogy noted. 

Like many of the time, he completed much of 
his law studies as a part-time student, working 
initially for Layburn &Hodgins in Christchurch 
and then Bannerman Brydon & Foster in Gore 
while finishing his professional studies. A period 
in practice in Timaru preceded his swearing in 
as a judge in 1981 and, after serving in Hamilton 
for eight years, he returned to the bench in 
Christchurch until his retirement 2005.

Judge John Bisphan, in the Law Society eulogy, 
observed that he was “fairly down-to-earth and 
straightforward … the sort of judge who didn’t 
suffer fools gladly. But he was a good judge … 
generous giving help or advice if you needed it.” 

Judge Green was a keen bowler in his leisure time 
and was Chairman of the Mount Pleasant Bowling 
Club; he also enjoyed playing golf and bridge until 
forced by deteriorating health to give up such 
pastimes. 

Peter Benseman died in April 2010 while playing 
golf, one of the great enthusiasms of his later life. 

Peter graduated from Canterbury University in 
1967and practised law in Christchurch thereafter, 
for many years as a partner in the firm of Clark 
Boyce Lawyers until his retirement in 2008.He 
was widely respected as a very sound general 
practitioner with a special interest in family 
litigation. Even after retirement from the firm he 
continued to work as court appointed counsel for 
the child.

Peter was a keen and enthusiastic sportsman 
for much of his life. A keen sailor and skier in 
earlier years he became captivated by golf while 
playing at Methven after a day’s skiing. From that 
time on golf was his passion and he practised 
with an earnest determination that saw him 
quickly become a competent player and a senior 
administrator of Russley Golf Club where he 
served as committee member, club captain and 
chairman of the Board of Management. He was 
active on the Committee of Canterbury Golf until 
his death.

Literary Success
Hana Schofield graduated from Canterbury in 2002 
with a 1st class LLB Honours and a BA in Russian. 
Since graduation she has worked as a lawyer for 
Chapman Tripp (in New Zealand) and for a City law 

firm in London; a career path not too dissimilar 
perhaps from other law school graduates. 

What sets Hana’s achievements apart, however, is 
that in the previous twenty-three years she spent 
her early childhood in Sarajevo and, at age twelve, 
fled the developing Bosnian war (perhaps the 
bloodiest European conflict since World War II) on 
one of the last UN evacuation buses. 

Hana spent the next two years as a refugee in 
Croatia and in 1994 she emigrated to New Zealand 
with her family although she spoke no English. 

Earlier this year Hana, and her older sister Atka, 
celebrated the release of Goodbye Sarajevo,written 
in Christchurch and published by Bloomsbury 
Press. One of the star books at the 2011 Auckland 
Writers and Readers Festival Goodbye Sarajevo  
is the moving and compelling true story of  
those early years and the unexpected events 
which brought the sisters and their family to  
New Zealand.

Thank you
In October 2011, Dr Nicole Moreham, (1997) of 
Victoria Law School, donated a copy of Tugendhat 
and Christie’s The Law of Privacy and The Media, 
2nd Ed, (OUP, 2011) which she has co-edited with 
Mark Warby QC and Iain Christie, to the Law 
School. We are very grateful for Nicole’s generosity. 

Judicial Visitors
The School of Law has been very pleased to host 
both the District Court and the High Court in the 
Moot room in the latter half of 2011. Following the 
earthquakes, both courts became homeless. The 

Law School therefore welcomed its judicial alumni 
at various court hearings held in the Moot room, 
such as Judge Raoul Neave, Justice Ed Wylie, 
and Justice John Fogarty, good friends of the 
school. Lawyer Tony Greig was also spotted, who 
commented that he felt as if he was back at law 
school mooting again. Nice to know the reality is 
like the theory.

Careers
The Law School congratulates Sean Hughes (1989) 
on his appointment as the Chief Executive of New 
Zealand’s new financial regulator, the Financial 
Markets Authority. The authority was established 
earlier this year under the Financial Markets 
Authority Act 2011 and replaces the former 
Securities Commission and has also taken over 
some of the past roles of the Ministry of Economic 
Development and of the Registrar of Companies. 

Christchurch barrister John Matthews (1972) has 
been appointed an Associate Judge of the High 
Court and is to sit in Christchurch. 

Matthew Martin (2004), an Associate with Wynn 
Williams & Co, has been appointed a member 
of the Immigration and Protection Tribunal. The 
independent tribunal was established under the 
Immigration Act 2009 to consider all immigration, 
deportation, refugee, and protection appeals in 
New Zealand. 

With forty years general legal experience 
(including seven years as general counsel with the 
Waitakere City Council) Denis Sheard (1971) has 
joined the Auckland branch of Simpson Grierson 
as special counsel in local government and 
environmental issues. 

After nearly three years in London on the 
corporate team of a leading international law firm, 
Geoff Caradus (2003) joined Pitt & Moore (Nelson) 
in early 2011 as a corporate lawyer.

Paul Owens (2005) has joined Parry Field Lawyers 
as an Associate; Paul is a member of the property 
and commercial team.

Jonathan Scragg (2002) has been made a partner 
in the Wellington office of Duncan Cotterill, where 
he specialises in insurance law and civil and 
commercial dispute resolution leads the dispute 
resolution practice.

Willie Hamilton (2007) has joined Wellington firm 
Gibson Sheat as a solicitor in their civil litigation 
team. Willie’s recent practice experience includes 
insolvency, insurance, general contract and 
employment litigation. 

Anna Dowson (2003) has been made a Senior 
Associate in the Wellington office of Buddle 
Findlay. Anna, who joined the firm in 2009, worked 
extensively in both cross-border and domestic 
issues of leveraged acquisition finance, property 
and trade finance, and general corporate banking.

Hana Schofield co-author of Goodbye Sarajevo

David Rowe, Justice Fogarty and pie
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Nicholai Anderson (2003) and Jason Cooper (2009) 
have both joined the Wellington specialist firm 
of Chen Palmer this year. After working in London 
after admission, Jason returned to New Zealand in 
July taking up a position as an Associate; Nicholai 
joined the firm as a Senior Associate in August, 
after eight years with the Ministry of Justice.

Sarah-Jane Neville (1992) has joined the 
partnership of Ellis Gould Lawyers, Auckland; 
Sarah-Jane has been specialising in all aspects of 
employment law and general civil litigation.

Dean Seymour (2000) and Jason Ray (2007) have 
both been appointed as Senior Solicitors at Lane 
Neave. Dean and Jason both specialise in the areas 
of company and commercial law, securities law, 
mergers and acquisitions.

Steven Rollo (2007) is now in practice as a 
barrister in Christchurch.

Wood you believe it?
During the period the Law School was forced to 
spend in residence in the Forestry Building in 2011 
due to the February earthquake, a competition 
was run seeking the answer to the question: 

Q: What do you call a bunch of lawyers camping 
in the Forestry Building?

The following suggestions were received:  
A thicket 
Bush lawyers 
Copse and Rubbers  
An infestation of borer (s)  
Barking mad, 
Babes in the Woods 
A splinter group 
Loitering within Tent 
Silk Trees. (There is such a tree!) 
Loopholes in the RMA 
A grove of elm elm M’s 
The Branch Office, A Knotty Problem 
Out on a Limb.

The things that come  
to light …
It is surprising what is unearthed amidst the 
turmoil of firms relocating and re-establishing 
systems following the disruption of what 
Christchurch land agents have begun 
euphemistically calling “recent events”. One 
Christchurch firm discovered the following 
clause buried in a drawer containing old 
precedents. Marked “Use with care” it has a 
surprisingly modern relevance despite clear 
signs of coming from the days of manual 
typewriters.

10.4 Upon the occurrence of the end of the 
world before full payment and performance of 
the Notes and Drafts, the Notes and Drafts, at 
the option of the Required Banks, will become 
immediately due and payable in full and may 
be enforced against 

the Company by any available terrestrial, extra-
terrestrial or spiritual procedure. For remedial 
purposes and for purposes of determining the 
relative equities of the parties, the Company, 
by virtue of its attorneys, will be deemed to 
be aligned with the forces of light, and the 
Banks and their attorneys will be deemed to be 
aligned with the forces of darkness, regardless 
of actual ultimate terrestrial, extra-terrestrial 
or spiritual destinations of the Company or 
the Bank or any of their particular officers 
(including the Treasurer and the Vice President-
Finance).

(While the firm may have had occasional 
dealings with supra-natural clients, similar 
clauses have been occasionally inserted into 
draft contracts by mischievous drafters to 
check the diligence of proofreaders.)

Apology and Correction
In the November 2010 edition of the Newsletter, 
we published an article about Sandy Callanan 
and Rowena Lewis in which Sandy described 
the establishment and ongoing practice in 
the first all-female New Zealand partnership. 
Unfortunately, the article, which was on  
p. 17, contained a caption error. In the photo 
accompanying the article ‘A unique partnership’, 
written by Sandy Callanan, Rowena Lewis is on  
the left and Sandy Callanan is on the right.

Our apologies to Rowena and Sandy.

STOP PRESS!
As we go to press, the following promotions 
have been announced:

Associate Professor Ursula Cheer  
has been made a Professor.

Senior Lecturers John Hopkins,  
Lynne Taylor and Karen Scott  
are now Associate Professors.
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Sascha Potter was mildly surprised 
to be visited one day at the home of 
his evil aunt and uncle by a massive 
but friendly bearded man with a West 
Country accent.

‘Sascha Pot’r, moi name is Finndrig, and you arrrrrr 
to com with me at once to Hallensteins to buoy a 
uniform. Oi am taking you to Lawschoolwarts and 
a new loif such as only J K Rowling can profitably 
imagine.’

‘Right ho’, said Sascha, a bland expression on his 
face. Taking Finndrig’s huge hand, Sascha allowed 
himself to be arrayed at Hallensteins in a horse-
hair wig, long black gown and stiff collar. 

‘Good Lord!’ he thought. ‘Thank goodness this is 
a work of fiction and no-one has to actually wear 
this stuff’. 

Then the two of them took the Light Rail out to 
the University and Canterbury Lawschoolwarts, 
the most beautiful pink marble castle of legal 
learning ever seen in fantasy literature.

‘How exciting,’ Sascha ejaculated to Finndrig. ‘I’ve 
never been on the Light Rail before’. 

‘No-wun ‘as, Pot’r,’ retorted the giant. ‘It’s magic – 
it ain’t been built yet.’

Suddenly someone hailed Sascha.

‘Blimey, is it really Sascha Potter?’ A tall red-
headed lad rushed up to Sascha and lifted up 
his fringe. There he spied what he was looking 
for – the scar Potter had got the first time he used 
a razor, not realising he did not have to shave his 
whole head. 

‘Pot’r, this ‘ere be John Weasley Caldwell’, roared 
Finndrig. ‘He’s your best friend, even though he 
gets the girrrl who is the square of the hypotenuse 
of the friendship triangle which is J K Rowling’s 
contribution to great literature.’

Sascha Potter and the Deathly Half-Baked Prisoner’s 
Goblet of the Chamber of the Phoenix Stone

‘OK, Finndrig’’ demurred Sascha, demurely.

‘Wait,’ expostulated Weasley. ‘You don’t look that 
much like I expected. Something’s missing…
hmmmmm.’

So saying, the red-headed lad took out a black 
high-lighter pen and drew a large pair of glasses 
on Sascha’s face.

‘That’s better,’ Weasley extemporised. 

‘Thanks,’ blinked Potter, like a rabbit in the 
headlights of an imaginary light rail locomotive. 

Suddenly a sneering young man with bleached 
blond hair and winkle pickers popped his head 
into the carriage.

‘Ooh, Potter. You stink! I bet you wet the bed! 
My dad’s better than your dad! Can’t catch me, 
Poohead!’, he hurled at Potter before disappearing 
again. 

‘Oh, dear,’ thought Sascha. ‘He doesn’t look very 
trustworthy. His roots are showing.’

‘Don’t worry about him, Potter’, said Weasley 
sympathetically. ‘That’s Draco Gallavin. He comes 
to a sticky end – people just stop noticing him in 
the seventh book.’ 

Just then Sascha saw a large troll threatening a 
girl with nice brown hair at the other end of the 
carriage. Without thinking, he saved her. 

‘Oh, thanks for saving me’, she simpered, gazing 
into his black ringed eyes. ‘I hate being threatened 
with nice brown hair. I’m Karen Hermione Granger 
Scott, lawyerborn but really the greatest witch of 
my generation. How exciting we are all going to 
Lawschoolwarts.’

‘Yes, very exciting’, said Sascha, solipsistically 
looking out the window and wishing she would 
leave him alone, preppy swot.

At last after lots more exposition and bonding 
they arrived at Lawschoolwarts and assembled for 
a welcoming feast.

‘Who is that lovely white-haired man at Head 
table with the crooked nose, shiny beard and half-
moon glasses clutching the blue tea cup?’ Sascha 
asked Weasley with feigned interest.

‘That’s Richard Percival Wilfric Brian 
Dumblescragg, the Headmaster and arguably the 
best wizard in the world. That’s how his glasses 
are able to clutch the blue tea cup – magic’. 

‘And that tall chap with the black greasy hair, long 
black robe and hooked nose who clearly hates 
me?’ queried Sascha of his ginger-mopped pal.

‘Professor Stephen Todderus Snape, Torts Master, 
and Head of Donoghue v Stevenson House – see 
his wand – it has a snail on it. He’s a bad ‘un,’ 
expurgated Weasley.

‘And that silver-haired grand lady in the Edwardian 
witch’s costume…?’ 

‘Dame Maggius Smith from Downton Abbey House, 
transfiguration teacher and expert in appearance 
medicine’, regurgitated his new ruddy friend.

‘And those four children and the dog seated at the 
table there…?’ quizzed Sascha of Hermione, who 
was sitting next to him with her hand on his knee.

‘Crikey, I think it’s the Famous Five! They must 
have wandered into the wrong story!’ postulated 
the feisty young witch. ‘ Oh, goody. Someone’s 
told them and they’re leaving.’

‘Oh dear,’ thought Sascha somnambulistically 
to himself. ‘What a pity. They seem to fit right in 
here.’

 ‘And that kind looking lady with the spiky hair 
is Professor Liz Toomius. She teaches the Laws of 
Landing (Dismounting of the Broom) and Sport. 
She is also in charge of Quibbling, which I gather 
you turn out to be rather expert at,’ continued 
Hermione with obvious jealousy, removing her 
hand. 

‘Oh, that’s not quite correct,’ objected Sascha 
quiescently. ‘I expect I have the odd scrape before I 
quite get the hang of it.’

‘Well, it’s a moot point now’, interrupted Weasley 
remonstrably. ‘We’ve just about wrung everything 
we can of interest out of this scenario – except for 
splitting that infinitive – that was fun. But all the 
bread and butter pudding is gone. What happens 
next?’

‘Nothing much, I’m afraid’, said J K Rowling, 
inserting herself into the text testily. ‘I’m off to 
sue a few breach of copyright cases, and I’m a bit 
distracted. I’ve written some padding and a lot of 
dull exposition with few highs or lows just to tide 
things over. Do remember though, that the books 
get darker and nastier so lots of exciting things 
will happen to you later on, and some people 
actually die, or turn out to be gay, or whatever. 
And the films guarantee a lot of sales too, though 
they are pretty patchy, let’s be honest, like the 
Lord of the Rings trilogy. But hey, millionaires 
shouldn’t quibble.’
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‘That’s what someone said to me’, said Hermione 
bitterly. ‘I was never much good at sport.’

‘ Never mind, dear,’ soothed Professor Toomius, 
who happened to be passing and overheard. 
‘Come to my office tomorrow morning and I will 
draw you a diagram and show you where you are 
going wrong.’

That night in his room, Sascha realised if there 
was any more dialogue, nothing would ever 
happen and the books would run into the 
hundreds rather than just seven. He was just 
contemplating how to move things along when 
he had a strange compulsion to go out in the dark, 
without telling anyone, to hang around in the 
mist by the lake. He imagined himself drowning 
and then as the good Samaritan passing by 
without any tortious duty to do anything, then as 
the reckless driver happening to run over the good 
Samaritan, who chanced to have an egg shell 
skull, the eggs having been served up to a man at 
a Sikh wedding with an egg allergy who later died, 
and whose funeral was disturbed by a man who 
persisted in operating his ride-on lawn mower 
every time the church bells rang – Potter’s mind 
ranged across these possibilities in a demented 
fashion until he realised he’d actually read of 
them all that afternoon in Todd on Torts and it 
was not that the dementers were siphoning off 
his brain cells to make a squishy pie. 

With a start, Sascha came to his senses and 
picked up the goblet lying at his feet. Reading 
the inscription inside, he could just make out 
the words: “Property of the Deathly Half-Baked 
Prisoner. Please return to the Chamber of the 
Phoenix Stone.” While he was wondering what to 
do, a luminous stag passed by with a werewolf on 
its back. 

‘Sure thing, Guv’nor! Climb aboard, we’re going 
past the Chamber of the Phoenix Stone,’ said the 
friendly werewolf with a cheeky grin in answer to 
Sascha’s tremulous request for assistance. The 
journey took some time and many more books, 
by which time Potter was getting rather tired of 
the werewolf’s stories about who he had had 
on the back of the stag before Potter. At last, 
however, he was dropped off at another misty 
spot, created with the same smoke machine 
used previously. Weasley and Hermione were 
there having a pash in a manner that would 
retain many of the readers who had grown up 
reading Potter’s adventures. Suddenly the pages 
of the final book burst into flames, devouring 
what remained of the mind-numbing plot and 
a number of the main characters. Potter found 
himself observing both Dumblescragg’s and 
Professor Todderus Snape’s deaths, and behaving 
indeed, like the good Samaritan, passing by and 
doing nothing except to blink in a surprised sort 
of way behind his black high-lighter pen glasses. 

‘Thank God,’ he thought socratically to himself, 
‘At least I know I am not behaving unlawfully. 
Everything I learnt at Lawschoolwarts has brought 
me to this. Those fees were not for nothing. I am 
ready to go forth into the world and practise the 
wizardry of legalease, at the top of my game.’

Suddenly he found himself face to face with 
Hermione, John Weasley Caldwell and his sister, 
Lynney Weasley Taylor, who had all arrived on the 
back of a very large talking lion. 

‘Hi, bro’, hailed Weasley. ‘This is Aslan, who has 
agreed to marry us all to each other, so we can 
live happily ever after and rule Narnia as kings 
and queens forever.’ 

Sascha Potter smiled a toothy sort of smile. 
Everything was going to be all right. All the 
deaths and torture had not been for nothing. 
All that darkness and stuff, all that emptiness, 
those endless chapters, the awful dialogue, 
hahahahaha….slap!!!!!! Lynney soon put a stop to 
that sort of nonsense. 

‘No more solipsism and other long words 
beginning with ‘S’! Let’s start as we mean to go 
on’, she said ruthlessly tossing her hair.

And so all four ruled happily together, revered 
as top wizards and copyright lawyers, until the 
fateful day when they took the Light Rail back to 
Lawschoolwarts, little knowing that there were no 
more pages in the book, there was no more white 
space to fill, not one more lucrative publishing 
contract to sign, just those fateful and final 
words…THE END

U J Cheer, after J K Rowling, C S Lewis and E Blyton.
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